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Do dogs have a special sense for other animals who need help? And are dogs able to communicate this to their
human companions?
On August 4th, seven 6 week old kittens were abandoned at a remote corner of the back parking lot of the West Valley
Animal Shelter. The kittens were left in a filthy cat carrier, covered by a shirt. It was well over 90 degrees that day.
The kittens certainly wouldn’t have lasted long under those conditions. Why would anyone dump the kittens there,
rather than simply bringing them into the Shelter?
Luckily, Volunteer Cathy was walking Oscar, an 8 year old Staffordshire Bull Terrier, on that day. Because it was so
hot, Cathy took Oscar into the back exercise yard at the Shelter, rather than taking him for a walk around the block.
Oscar seemed to sense that something wasn’t right. Cathy picked up on Oscar’s concern, and soon focused her
attention on the cat carrier that was behind a fence, all the way across the parking lot. There were no sounds coming
from the carrier, and it was many yards away, but for some reason Oscar and Cathy’s attention was drawn to it. They
went to investigate, and to their surprise, found 7 kittens in the carrier, with no food or water. Cathy initially thought
they were dead because the smell was so bad. The kittens were covered in feces and had fleas. When they moved,
she realized they were alive, but absolutely starving and thirsty.
After a medical check-up, the kittens were immediately given water and food, and bathed. They were angels during
their baths, despite being scared; a couple cried once. After they were all fed and cleaned, they quickly fell asleep.
The kittens became known as THE LUCKY 7, because of their miraculous discovery. All of the kittens have been
temporarily fostered. But in a few weeks they will be available for adoption.
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And what about Oscar, who was so instrumental in saving the lives of these seven kittens? He just takes it in stride.
It’s just another day in the life of OSCAR THE WONDERDOG. He simply wants a permanent home, so he can give a
family the same kind of caring and love. Oscar has been at the Shelter for over a year now, since July 22, 2015. As it
turned out, there was a reason he was at the Shelter all this time, so he could help save the lives of these 7 kittens.
But now it’s Oscar’s time. This hero deserves a loving home. Let’s go all out to get Oscar the home he deserves.
Oscar, A1526691. 8 year old neutered male, black and white Staffordshire Bull Terrier.
Posted by: Jeffrey Mausner, Chair, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee

SAVE A DOG’S LIFE OVER THE 4TH OF JULY HOLIDAY
Dogs are very fearful of fireworks. Please make sure that your dog is secure during the 4th of July period, as dogs
often run away when they hear loud noises like fireworks. Please check your yard to make sure there is no way for
your dog to get away. And on the evening of the 4th, if you are out at a fireworks display, it is best to keep your dog in
the house so there is no chance of it running away. The same is true of cats and other animals.
Los Angeles City Animal Shelters receive a large temporary influx of dogs (and to a lesser extent cats) over the 4th of
July period. This influx starts in late June, when people start setting off fireworks. Citizens who find run-away dogs,
as well as City Animal Control Officers who catch them, bring them into the Shelters to care for them. Most of these
animals are redeemed by their owners within several weeks. But while they are at the Shelter, they occupy a kennel,
which can cause overcrowding at the Shelters. In the past, if the Shelter became overcrowded, dogs would be killed
to make room for these new dogs coming in.
We are implementing a “Temporary Animal Foster Parent Program” at the West Valley Shelter, to prevent the killing of
any healthy adoptable dogs over the 4th of July period for lack of space. Members of the public will be able to foster a
dog (or cat) in their homes for several weeks during the 4th of July period if kennel space is needed.
If you are interested in becoming a Temporary Animal Foster Parent Volunteer, please fill out the application which can
be found at: http://tarzananc.org/docs/1307-1082.pdf. Send your completed application, along with a copy of your
driver's license, to Sergio.Rios@lacity.org. If your application is approved by the Los Angeles Animal Services
Department, you will be placed on a list and will receive an email from the Shelter if there is a need for temporary
fosters. If you foster a dog and it ends up that you want to keep the dog permanently, you can go through the adoption
process. Otherwise, the dog will be returned to the Shelter.
If you have any questions, you can contact the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee at:
Jeff@Mausnerlaw.com or use the contact form at: http://tarzananc.org/contact.php?admin_login_id=78
Posted by: Jeffrey Mausner, Chair, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee

THE RESCUE OF JAXZ
By Jeffrey Mausner, Chairperson, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee
(Deanna Dylan Scott, Co-Chair).
Growing up in an animal shelter is a fate confronting more and more dogs. There are just too many unwanted dogs in Los Angeles, because of failure of
owners to spay and neuter their pets, and unlicensed breeders. The Los Angeles City Shelters are doing the best they can to keep dogs alive for as long
as possible in the hope that they will be adopted or rescued, before they have to be euthanized. But with not enough people to adopt, and the resulting
overcrowding in the shelters, these dogs are constrained in small kennels, surrounded by the constant barking of the dozens of other abandoned and
stray dogs. This was the case for Jaxz, a Labrador/American Staffordshire mix.
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To:
Subject:

Councilmember Bob Blumenfield <councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org>
Friday, June 17, 2016 5:52 PM
TNC@empowerla.org
The Blumenfield Buzz- June 2016

Friend --

The Blumenfield Buzz- June 2016
Reseda Art Walk

On the
evening of June 4th, thousands of people came out to the first
Reseda Rising Art Walk. This event, organized by the 11:11 Art
Collective, was part of Councilmember Blumenfield’s “Reseda
Rising,” a multi front initiative to reinvest in the community and find
ways to return Reseda to its former glory as a center for
entertainment and small business.
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Tarzana Property Owners Association Hosts Councilmember Blumenfield

Councilmember Blumenfield met with the Tarzana Property Association and delivered an update on the state of the
district. He focused on the newly passed budget, homelessness, crime and the steps the city is taking to ensure
smarter and more efficient public safety.

Save a Dog’s Life Over the 4th of July Holiday

The 4th of July celebrations are just around the corner. While everyone enjoys the festivities it is important to know
that dogs and other animals are very fearful of fireworks and may panic from the loud booms. Across the city, Anim
Shelters receive a large increase of animals around Independence Day, because of disturbances such as fireworks.
Though most of these animals are reunited with their owners within several weeks, overcrowding in shelters, even
temporarily, may cause animals to be put down simply and sadly due to lack of space.

This is why the West Valley Animal Shelter has implemented a “Temporary Animal Foster Parent Program” over th
4th of July period. The goal is to prevent the killing of healthy adoptable dogs. People will be able to foster a pet if
kennel space is needed and help ensure that we keep these animals alive.
To become one of those Good Samaritans please contact Jeffrey Mausner, Chair of the Animal Welfare Committee
the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, at Jeff@Mausnerlaw.com.

VICA’s “After Dark” Series Hosts Blumenfield

Councilmember Bob Blumenfield addressed VICA members as a part of their ‘After Dark’ speaking series.
Blumenfield discussed a variety of priorities including technology infrastructure, job growth and development, and h
to make Los Angeles, specifically the West Valley, even more of an economic engine.
4
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EmpowerLA
More info…
Activity

Save a Dog’s Life Over the 4th of July Holiday
North Hills West NC from EmpowerLA · 18 Jun

The 4th of July celebrations are just around the corner. While everyone enjoys the festivities it is
important to know that dogs and other animals are very fearful of fireworks and may panic from
the loud booms. Across the city, Animal Shelters receive a large increase of animals around
Independence Day, because of disturbances such as fireworks. Though most of these animals are
reunited with their owners within several weeks, overcrowding in shelters, even temporarily,
may cause animals to be put down simply and sadly due to lack of space.
This is why the West Valley Animal Shelter has implemented a “Temporary Animal Foster
Parent Program” over the 4th of July period. The goal is to prevent the killing of healthy
adoptable dogs. People will be able to foster a pet if kennel space is needed and help ensure that
we keep these animals alive.
To become one of those Good Samaritans please contact Jeffrey Mausner, Chair of the Animal
Welfare Committee on the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, at Jeff@Mausnerlaw.com.
Shared with 1 area in North Hills West NC in Crime & Safety
Thank 1 Reply
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SAVE THE LIVES OF DOGS AND CATS IN LOS ANGELES DON'T SHUT DOWN ROCKIN' RESCUE
by Jeffrey Mausner · 5,071 supporters
Petition update

WE WON! SOUTH VALLEY AREA
PLANNING COMMISSION GRANTED
ROCKIN’ RESCUE’S VARIANCES

Jeffrey Mausner
Los Angeles, CA

Sign this petition
5,071 supporters
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Jan 27, 2017 — Hi Everyone. Last night, democracy prevailed in Los Angeles. The
South Valley Area Planning Commission (SVAPC) unanimously voted to grant the
variances necessary for Rockin’ Rescue to continue to operate in its current
location at 19855 Ventura Blvd., Woodland Hills, California.
This happened in large part because of your support. Over 5,500 people signed
petitions in support of Rockin’ Rescue. Many of you left very insightful and
persuasive comments, which were submitted to the SVAPC.
And last night, approximately 100 Rockin’ Rescue supporters attended the SVAPC
meeting to show their support. About 40 of them addressed the SVAPC, providing
moving stories of how Rockin’ Rescue helps dogs, cats, and people. There were
Volunteers and Employees from the City’s West Valley Animal Shelter,
Employees and Volunteers from Rockin’ Rescue, people who adopted their dog or
cat from Rockin’ Rescue, Rockin’ Rescue’s neighbors, and good citizens who
simply wanted to have such a great rescue in their neighborhood. The manager of
the OSH (Orchard Supply Hardware) across the street even volunteered his parking
lot if the lot at Rockin’ Rescue is ever full. Businesses next door and across the
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street from Rockin’ Rescue submitted letters of support: Upholstery Zone,
Excitement, Oak & Poppy, Bank of the West, and Wells Fargo.
The Commissioners listened. Thank you to:
Commission President Steve Cochran
Commission Vice President Lydia Drew Mather
Commissioner Rebecca Beatty
Commissioner Raymond Bishop. Commissioner Bishop stated the findings of the 5
elements which are necessary to approve a variance.
All of the Commissioners voted in favor of the variances.
We want to thank the following people, among many others, who helped in this
matter:
Leonard (Len) Shaffer, President of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council and
President of the Board of Neighborhood Commissioners; the entire Tarzana
Neighborhood Council.
The Woodland Hills Neighborhood Council, its President Joyce Fletcher, and its
Secretary Linda Kouy-Ghadosh.
The Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council, its President Jill Banks Barad, and its
Vice President and Land Use Chair Ron Ziff.
Other local Neighborhood Councils.
City Councilmember Bob Blumenfield and his staff:
Andrew Pennington, Senior Planning Deputy
Svetlana Pravina, Field Deputy
John Popoch, Deputy Chief of Staff.
Andrew Pennington and the others supported Rockin’ Rescue throughout this
process, from the Zoning Administrator hearing to the SVAPC. Andrew spoke in
support of Rockin’ Rescue at both hearings.
Councilmember Blumenfield has also introduced a resolution for the City Council,
so that other Animal Rescues in Los Angeles will not have to go through this
ordeal in the future.
For those of you who live in Canoga Park, Reseda, Tarzana, Winnetka, and
Woodland Hills, please remember that Councilman Blumenfield is up for reelection this year. The primary is on March 7; the general election is on May 16.
Please vote; we need people on the City Council, and their dedicated staff, who
care about animals and will actually do something to help them.
Our new State Senator, Henry Stern, wrote a letter of support for Rockin' Rescue
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which was submitted to the SVAPC. It is good to know that we have a strong
supporter of animals in the State Legislature, as well as on the City Council.
Newscaster Jane Velez-Mitchell broadcast the entire hearing live. Video from the
hearing is on her Facebook page at: https://www.facebook.com/janevelezmitchell
The entire hearing is posted in several segments.
Thank you to:
Winston Stromberg, Shivaun Cooney, Rachel Stauber, Shannon Lankenau, Danny
Aleshire, Daniel Green, and Linda Enriquez of the Law Firm of Latham &
Watkins, who worked on this matter on a pro bono (free) basis.
Brad Rosenheim and Gary Werner of Rosenheim & Associates, who also worked
on the appeal on a pro bono basis.
Rob Glushon of Luna & Glushon, who also consulted and appeared on a pro bono
basis.
Beth Chrisman, Certified Forensic Document Examiner.
Southwestern Law School students Gloria Ramirez, Jeremy Lishman, and Sara
Brown.
And of course Ady Gil, Bari Fiore, Fabienne Origer, and everyone at Rockin’
Rescue -- please continue to save the lives of dogs and cats, and provide adoption
services to the people of our community. Thank you to my family for their support.
Thank you again to all of you who supported Rockin’ Rescue and the homeless
dogs and cats of our community; your support really made a difference. I will keep
you posted on any further developments; documents in the matter can be found at:
http://mausnerlaw.com/save_rockin_rescue
Best regards, Jeff
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SAVE THE LIVES OF DOGS AND CATS IN LOS ANGELES ‐ DON'T
SHUT DOWN ROCKIN' RESCUE

Jeffrey Mausner Los Angeles, CA

Sign this petition
5,071 supporters
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TO THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES - PLEASE DO NOT CAUSE THE
UNNECESSARY DEATHS OF DOGS AND CATS BY SHUTTING DOWN
ROCKIN' RESCUE
Rockin’ Rescue is an animal rescue for dogs and cats located in Woodland Hills,
California, part of the City of Los Angeles. I know Rockin' Rescue from my work
as a Volunteer at the City of Los Angeles West Valley Animal Shelter.
I believe Rockin’ Rescue is the best animal rescue in the area. It is non-profit, and
in fact costs the founder, Ady Gil, hundreds of thousands of dollars a year to
operate. Rockin’ Rescue has saved the lives of many dogs and cats who were
about to be killed in City Shelters, and found them homes. It would be a tragedy if
Rockin’ Rescue is shut down. There are generally about 100 to 120 animals at
Rockin’ Rescue. If Rockin’ Rescue had to close down, those animals would be
brought to city shelters, where many of them could be killed; or other animals
would be killed to make room for the animals coming from Rockin’ Rescue. And
of course, Rockin’ Rescue would be unable to save the lives of hundreds of dogs
and cats in the future. This would be completely counter to the goal of the City of
Los Angeles to become a no kill city by 2017.
Rockin’ Rescue has been fighting against being shut down by the City of Los
Angeles because of a zoning issue. Rockin’ Rescue is located in a Commercial
Zone, rather than a Manufacturing Zone; it has requested a zoning variance from
the City, so that it can continue to operate in a Commercial Zone.
Unfortunately, the Zoning Administrator denied the variance requested by Rockin’
Rescue, even though both the Tarzana Neighborhood Council and the Woodland
Hills Neighborhood Council unanimously supported granting the variance. City
Councilman Bob Blumenfield also supported granting the variance. Nevertheless,
the Zoning Administrator denied the variance, even though she specially found as
follows:
"There is no dispute that the applicant [Rockin’ Rescue] is providing a
valuable and necessary service for the City. The proposed variances were
supported by the Woodland Hills NC, Councilmember Blumenfield, the
adjacent Tarzana NC, and hundreds of area residents." [Zoning Administrator
Decision (ZA Decision) page 8 (emphasis added).]
Concern about the lives and well-being of animals, as well as respecting the will of
the people and their elected representatives, didn’t seem to count for much at that
stage of the proceedings. The only thing the Zoning Administrator cared about
13

was that Rockin' Rescue is located in a Commercial Zone rather than a
Manufacturing Zone. But a Manufacturing Zone is hardly a good place for an
animal rescue.
The Zoning Administrator didn’t think it mattered that hundreds of area residents
supported Rockin’ Rescue -- let’s get thousands of signatures worldwide.
Documents regarding this matter can be found at the following webpage:
http://mausnerlaw.com/save_rockin_rescue
Please join in asking the City of Los Angeles to SAVE THE LIVES OF DOGS
AND CATS BY KEEPING ROCKIN’ RESCUE OPEN. DON’T SHUT DOWN
ROCKIN’ RESCUE. Please sign this petition.
Sincerely, Jeffrey Mausner
This petition will be delivered to:


The City of Los Angeles

Jeffrey Mausner started this petition with a single signature, and now has 5,071 supporters.
Start a petition today to change something you care about.

Updates

1. 4 days ago
5,000 supporters



© 2017, Change.org, Inc.
Certified B Corporation
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
TARZANA
NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
P.O. Box 571016
Tarzana, CA 91357

TARZANA
NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
C/O Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment
200 N. Spring St. Suite 2005

TELEPHONE (818) 921-4992
tnc@tarzananc.org
www.tarzananc.org

Los Angeles, CA 90012

TELEPHONE (213) 978-1551
Fax (213) 978-1751

MINUTES of the TARZANA NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
ANIMAL WELFARE COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday, October 13, 2015 at 7:00 pm
Tarzana Child Care Center
5700 Beckford Ave., Tarzana, CA 91356,
Chairman - Jeffrey Mausner
Minutes of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council (TNC) Animal Welfare Committee (AWC)
meeting, October 13, 2015, at the Tarzana Child Care Center, 5700 Beckford Ave., Tarzana, CA
91356.
1. Call to Order & Welcoming Remarks. The meeting was called to order at 7:12 P.M.
Attending were the following committee members: Deanna Dylan Scott, Mary Aratounian, Eva
Brusa, Janet Mausner, and Jeffrey Mausner. Also attending were Volunteers from the West
Valley Animal Shelter and Ady Gill, who runs Rockin’ Rescue. The attached documents were
distributed at the meeting.
2. Public Comments. The public comments related to the West Valley Shelter and Rockin’
Rescue, so they were deferred to items 4 and 6 below.
3. Update and discussion on the killing of healthy adoptable animals at Los Angeles City animal
shelters took place. Draft of the letter to Councilmen Blumenfield and Koretz regarding this was
distributed for comment.
4. Update and discussion on other issues regarding the West Valley Animal Shelter took place:
Lack of air conditioning in trucks used to transport animals was discussed. Michael Bell and his
groups are dealing with this issue. We will assist in that matter if needed. Discussion of other
matters regarding the West Valley Shelter took place.
5. Update and discussion on efforts to get the City to do a CEQA review in connection with the
injunction against City participation in the Trap Neuter Release (TNR) program. Draft of the
letter to Councilmen Blumenfield and Koretz regarding this was distributed for comment.
6. Update and discussion on the status of Rockin’ Rescue’s change of use/zoning change,
warning to shut down; email from Brenda Barnette, General Manager of Los Angeles Animal
Services, that Rockin’ Rescue can continue to operate as long as they are still moving forward
with their zoning request and the animals look well cared for.
7. Discussion and motion: Resolved that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal
Welfare Committee recommends that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist Rockin’
Rescue in obtaining the change of use/zoning necessary to obtain a kennel permit.
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Motion to adopt the resolution was made by Eva Brusa and seconded by Mary Aratounian. The
motion to adopt the resolution passed unanimously, with Deanna Dylan Scott, Eva Brusa, Mary
Aratounian, Janet Mausner, and Jeffrey Mausner voting in favor. No votes against or
abstentions.
8. Update and discussion on the use of live chickens in religious observances.
9. Update and discussion on the status of panleukopenia (aka panleuk), a deadly cat disease.
10. Discussion of the possibility of implementing a program for nursing homes to adopt or foster
dogs and/or cats.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 P.M.
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TARZANA NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
BOARD MEETING
Tuesday, October 27, 20157:00 PM
Tarzana Elementary School Auditorium
5726 Topeka Dr., Tarzana, CA 91356

1.

Call to Order by Len Shaffer at 7: 10 p.m. with welcoming remarks and Pledge of Allegiance. Roll Call
by Eran Heisler: Leonard J. Shaffer, Eran Heissler, Paul Lawler, Jon Reich , David Garfinkle, Esther
Wieder, Joyce Greene, Robin Correll , Susan Weidman , Allan Wertheim and Jeff Mausner. (Syed
Hussaini arrived at 7:30 p.m.) A quorum of 11 was established .

2.

Approval of minutes of September 29,2015 meeting - (Heiss/erlWertheim) moved to approve the
minutes as amended.

3.

Remarks by representatives of public officials Arielle from Councilmember Bob Blumenfield's office
announced two upcoming events.

4.

Public Comments:
o Lillian Wall , a realtor and stakeholder, asked about film crews filming in residential
neighborhoods of Tarzana.
o Va rant Majarian expressed interest in a seat on the board.
o Robert Shmaeff, who serves on the Transportation & Budget Committees, offered his
experience to be appointed to the board.

5.

Committee and other Reports
Outreach - Esther attended the Emergency Preparedness meeting saying it was a great event.
She also attended Taste of Encino where TNC had a booth.
Land Use - David said he would like to hold community meetings for better input on the
Mansionization motion .
Transportation - Eran read Max's report which included a proposal by DOT to make Nestle
Ave one way, a relocated MBA bus stop, a proposal for a new bus stop, and a request for
CalTrans to clean freeway signs.
Animal Welfare - Jeff gave a report that highlighted the temperature in the back of city Animal
Services trucks, which are not air conditioned . It was noted that temps reached over 100
degrees in that back area where animals are transported. A new rule has been put into effect in
the shelters prohibiting visitors from using the play yards with dogs to be adopted. However,
there are opportunities for volunteers to take the dogs out of their kennels to socialize them with
other dogs.
DWP MOU - Joyce attended the DWP MOU meeting and reported on it. She requested that
letters be written to the GM of DWP, the Mayor, and Council President Herb Wesson asking that
no action be taken on the rate proposal until Dr. Pickles has enough information to make an
opinion . There is supposed to be a vote on the rate increase in early Dec.

6.

(Shaffer/Reich) moved that the TNC board approve the preliminary financial statements as of
September 30,2015. The motion carried unanimously.

7.

(Shaffer/Heissler) moved approval ofthe September, 2015 expenditures for submission to DONE
(MER). The motion carried unanimously.

8.

(Mausner/Heissler) moved, "Resolved: The TNC approves the Animal Welfare Committee
recommendation that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist Rockin' Rescue in obtaining the
change of use/zoning necessary to obtain a kennel permit." The motion carried unanimously.
(Shaffer/Garfinkle) moved, "Resolved: The TNC Board approves the Executive Committee
recommendation to the Board to waive the TNC standing rules so the Board can discuss and
vote Agenda Item 10 requesting CM Blumenfield to introduce a motion for an ICO governing
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Good evening. My name is Jeff Mausner. I'm a Board Member of the Tarzana
Neighborhood Council and Chairman of its Animal Welfare Committee.
Also here are Len Shaffer, President of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council and
President of the Los Angeles Board of Neighborhood Commissioners. Mary
Aratounian and Janet Mausner from the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal
Welfare Committee. Mary May and Mary Wynn, representing Volunteers from
the West Valley City Animal Shelter, and Rochelle, a Volunteer at Rockin’
Rescue. These are people who volunteer hundreds of hours at the City Animal
Shelter helping to get animals adopted and taking them out for walks and so on.
I’ve given to you a Petition supporting Rockin’ Rescue, which contains over 200
signatures, which were obtained in less than a week.
[PLUM Committee Vice Chair reads the Petition out loud.]
I’m a retired attorney; I used to have my law office in Warner Center Towers.
Rockin’ Rescue is only about 2 blocks from the border with Tarzana. Although
Rockin' Rescue is located in Woodland Hills, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council
strongly supports Rockin' Rescue's efforts to obtain the variance or change of use
necessary to remain open in its current location.
We think Rockin’ Rescue is the best animal rescue in the area. They have saved
the lives of many dogs and cats who were about to be killed at the West Valley
Shelter. We know this personally, because we’ve been there when dogs or cats
were about to be killed, and we know that you can call on Ady to come pick up
that dog or cat, and take it to Rockin’ Rescue, and then get it adopted. It would be
a tragedy if Rockin’ Rescue is shut down. There are about 120 animals there now.
If Rockin’ Rescue had to close down, those animals would be brought to city
shelters, where many of them could be killed; or other animals would be killed to
make room for the animals coming from Rockin’ Rescue. And if Rockin’ Rescue
is not operating in the future, of course, there will be less animals adopted and
more animals would be killed.
It’s not often that another neighborhood council will take a position on a zoning
issue outside its boundaries. Based on what the Tarzana Neighborhood Council
1
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has done, which I will tell you in a second, I think you can see how special Rockin’
Rescue is. At its meeting in October, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal
Welfare Committee unanimously passed the following resolution. This is at pages
1 and 2 of the handout, para 7:
“Resolved that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare
Committee recommends that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council
assist Rockin’ Rescue in obtaining the change of use/zoning
necessary to obtain a kennel permit.”
At its meeting on October 27, 2015, the full Board of the Tarzana Neighborhood
Council unanimously adopted the following resolution, which is at page 3 of the
handout, para 8:
“Resolved: The TNC approves the Animal Welfare Committee
recommendation that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist
Rockin’ Rescue in obtaining the change of use/zoning necessary to
obtain a kennel permit.” The motion carried unanimously.
Tarzana and Woodland Hills residents have adopted dogs and cats at Rockin
Rescue. We adopted our dog, Cookie, from Rockin’ Rescue. (Show picture.) She
was about 11 or 12 years old when we adopted her -- she probably wouldn’t have
made it if it weren’t for Rockin’ Rescue.
Animals at Rockin’ Rescue are always well taken care of and well treated. Some
of the Volunteers at the West Valley Shelter are also volunteers at Rockin’ Rescue.
The living quarters for animals there are spectacular. Here are some pictures. The
dogs get fresh barbecued meat or chicken most days. I’ve had people tell me that
they would like to live at Rockin’ Rescue, it’s so nice.
Some background about Ady Gil: He is a world famous animal rescuer and one of
the finest people I know. He spends most of his time trying to help animals. He
spends hundreds of thousands of dollars of his own money to keep Rockin’ Rescue
open. He recently donated $2 million to set up an animal sanctuary in Israel and
save more than 1200 monkeys. There is an article about this at pages 5-7 of the
handout.
2
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Rockin’ Rescue is really a world class animal rescue, something that Woodland
Hills can really be proud of. It is known throughout the country, and will be
known in the world. It does not disturb any of its neighbors. I’ve been there many
times, and it is always well maintained and there isn’t any noise that would disturb
anyone. It backs up to the 101 Freeway to the north. Ventura Blvd and a shopping
center are to the south. Oakdale Ave and a commercial property are to the west.
And its parking lot and commercial properties are to the east. Customers,
volunteers, and employees at Rockin’ Rescue frequent the businesses nearby. Bari
says that some of the people who signed the Petition are the neighbors of Rockin’
Rescue. I really can’t say enough about Rockin’ Rescue and Ady Gill, and very
strongly urge you to approve their application. You can go home and tell your kids
that you helped to save the lives of dogs and cats tonight. Thank you.

3
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Jeffrey Mausner
Tarzana, CA
February 20, 2016
Department of City Planning
Marianne King
Marianne.King@lacity.org
Re: Letter in Support of Rockin’ Rescue application for Variance to permit a Pet
Rescue/Adoption Center
Case No. ZA 2015-4447(ZV)
Dear Ms. King and Members of the Department of City Planning:
My name is Jeff Mausner. I'm a Board Member of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council
(TNC) and Chairman of its Animal Welfare Committee (AWC). I am also a
Volunteer at the City West Valley Animal Shelter in Chatsworth and a retired
attorney.
I am writing in support of Rockin’ Rescue’s application for Variance to permit a Pet
Rescue/Adoption Center with ancillary pet grooming and animal boarding, and to
allow nine on-site parking spaces in lieu of twenty-one parking spaces, Case No. ZA
2015-4447(ZV).
Rockin’ Rescue is only about 2 blocks from the Tarzana border. Although Rockin'
Rescue is located in Woodland Hills, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council strongly
supports Rockin' Rescue's efforts to obtain the Variance, which will allow it to remain
open in its current location at 19855 Ventura Blvd.
I believe Rockin’ Rescue is the best animal rescue in the area. It is non-profit, and in
fact costs the founder, Ady Gil, hundreds of thousands of dollars a year to operate.
Rockin’ Rescue has saved the lives of many dogs and cats who were about to be killed
in City Shelters, and found them homes. It would be a tragedy if Rockin’ Rescue is
shut down. There are generally about 100 to 120 animals at Rockin’ Rescue. If
Rockin’ Rescue had to close down, those animals would be brought to city shelters,
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where many of them could be killed; or other animals would be killed to make room
for the animals coming from Rockin’ Rescue. And of course, Rockin’ Rescue would
be unable to save the lives of hundreds of dogs and cats in the future. This would be
completely counter to the goal of the City of Los Angeles to become a no kill city by
2017.
It’s not often that another neighborhood council will take a position on a zoning issue
outside its boundaries. However, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council has done just
that, because of the importance of Rockin’ Rescue in saving the lives of dogs and cats
in our neighborhoods, finding them homes, and offering our community a convenient
and local place where families can adopt pets.
On October 13, 2015, the TNC Animal Welfare Committee unanimously passed the
following resolution. A copy of this Resolution is at pages 1 and 2 of the attached
materials, paragraph 7:
“Resolved that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare
Committee recommends that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist
Rockin’ Rescue in obtaining the change of use/zoning necessary to
obtain a kennel permit.”
At its October 27, 2015 meeting, the full Board of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council
unanimously adopted the following resolution, which is at page 3 of the attached
materials, paragraph 8:
“Resolved: The TNC approves the Animal Welfare Committee
recommendation that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist
Rockin’ Rescue in obtaining the change of use/zoning necessary to
obtain a kennel permit.” The motion carried unanimously.
Pursuant to these Resolutions, I and other members of the Tarzana Neighborhood
Council Animal Welfare Committee, as well as Tarzana Neighborhood Council
President Leonard Shaffer, appeared at the Woodland Hills Warner Center
Neighborhood Council (WHWCNC) PLUM Committee and full Neighborhood
Council meetings, to speak in favor of the Variance. Volunteers from the West Valley
Animal Shelter, Chairperson Debbie Kozin of the Sherman Oaks Neighborhood
Council Animal Welfare Committee, and other supporters of Rockin’ Rescue were
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also at the meetings. We presented a Petition supporting Rockin’ Rescue’s
application, with over 200 signatures obtained in about 2 weeks. The Petition, with
over 150 signatures, is being sent in a separate email, because it is so large. (Some of
the pages of the Petition were brought to the WHWCNC meetings and presented
without copies being made; those should be in the files of the WHWCNC.)
Furthermore, we will provide additional signatures in support of Rockin’ Rescue’s
application at the hearing on March 11.
On January 13, 2016, the Woodland Hills Warner Center Neighborhood Council
unanimously voted in favor of the Variance, with two conditions consented to by
Rockin’ Rescue. The letter from the WHWCNC to the Los Angeles City Planning
Department, dated January 15, 2016 (mistakenly shown as 2015), is page 7 of the
attached materials. The letter states: “After a presentation by the Applicant, the
Neighborhood Council Board voted to approve both the Use Variance and the
Parking Variance, with the following conditions consented to by the Applicant:
...”
As you can see, there is overwhelming community support for a variance that will
allow Rockin’ Rescue to continue to operate at its current location, saving the lives of
dogs and cats in our community, and providing a place where people can adopt
rescued pets.
I’m a Volunteer at the West Valley Animal Shelter run by the City. That is the shelter
that services both Woodland Hills and Tarzana. I know first-hand about dogs who
were close to being killed at the shelter, due to lack of space or medical problems, that
were taken in by Rockin’ Rescue, and then adopted. Tarzana and Woodland Hills
residents have adopted dogs, cats, and other animals at Rockin Rescue. We adopted
our dog, Cookie, from Rockin’ Rescue. She was about 11 or 12 years old when we
adopted her -- she probably wouldn’t have made it if it weren’t for Rockin’ Rescue.
Pictures of Cookie and some of the other dogs and cats who have been saved by
Rockin’ Rescue are attached at pages 9-13.
The animals at Rockin’ Rescue are always well taken care of and well treated. Some
of the Volunteers at the West Valley Shelter are also volunteers at Rockin’ Rescue,
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where they take the dogs out for walks and exercise. The living quarters there are
spectacular. The dogs get fresh barbecued meat or chicken most days.
Some background about Ady Gil, who runs Rockin’ Rescue: He is a world famous
animal rescuer and one of the finest people I know. He spends most of his time trying
to help animals. He spends hundreds of thousands of dollars of his own money to keep
Rockin’ Rescue open. He recently donated $2 million to set up an animal sanctuary in
Israel and save more than 1200 monkeys. See pages 5-6 of the attached materials.
Rockin’ Rescue is a world class animal rescue, something that Woodland Hills,
Tarzana, and the entire City can really be proud of. It is known as an outstanding
rescue throughout California and the country. It does not disturb any of its neighbors.
I’ve been there many times, and it is always well maintained and there isn’t any noise
that would disturb anyone. It backs up to the 101 Freeway to the north; Ventura
Boulevard and a shopping center are across the street to the south; Oakdale Avenue
and a commercial property are to the west; and Rockin’ Rescue’s parking lot and
commercial properties are to the east. Customers, volunteers, and employees at
Rockin’ Rescue frequent the businesses nearby. The Manager of Rockin’ Rescue,
Bari Fiore, tells me that many of Rockin’ Rescue’s neighbors are among the hundreds
of people who have signed the Petition. I really can’t say enough about Rockin’
Rescue and Ady Gill, and very strongly urge you to approve their Application for
Variance. On March 11th, you can go home and tell your family that you helped to
save the lives of dogs and cats. Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey N. Mausner
Chairman of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee,
Board Member of the Tarzana Neighborhood Council,
Volunteer at the West Valley Animal Shelter
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Case Number: ZA-20I S-4447-ZV; Ady Gil World Conservation (AGWC) dba Rockin '
Rescue; Address: 19855 Ventura Boulevard, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
4. JustificationlReason for the Appeal; Addendum to Appeal Application
The reason for this appeal is that ifRockin' Rescue is shut down by the City, dogs and cats
will be killed. I am aggrieved by the decision because I am a resident of Tarzana, residing
less than 2.4 miles from Rockin' Rescue. I am a Volunteer at the City's West Valley
Animal Shelter. I spend many hours each week trying to save the lives of dogs and cats,
and working to get them adopted. Rockin' Rescue assists the West Valley Shelter and Los
Angeles Animal Services (LAAS) in saving the lives of dogs and cats and getting them
adopted to local residents. I want to see Rockin' Rescue continue to save the lives of dogs
and cats in our community, and particularly save the lives of dogs and cats who will be
killed at the City Animal Shelters because of lack of space there. I I will be deeply
aggrieved and offended if my city shuts down this life saving rescue, and thereby causes
the unnecessary deaths of dogs and cats.
Rockin' Rescue is a non-profit animal rescue run by Ady Gil and his non-profit
organization, Ady Gil World Conservation (AGWC). Mr. Gil spends hundreds of
thousands of dollars each year to operate Rockin' Rescue. Instead of the City thanking
Mr. Gil for what he does, it is now moving to shut down this life-saving operation. 2
The Associate Zoning Administrator found , as a matter of fact, that:
There is no dispute that the applicant is providing a valuable and necessary
service for the City. The proposed variances were supported by the
Woodland Hills NC, Councilmember Blumenfield, the adjacent Tarzana
NC, and hundreds of area residents. [Zoning Administrator Decision (ZA

There are generally about 100 dogs and cats at Rockin' Rescue. IfRockin' Rescue had to
close down, those animals would be brought to city shelters, where many of them could be
killed; or other animals would be killed to make room for the animals coming from Rodon'
Rescue. And of course, Rockin ' Rescue would be unable to save the lives of hundreds of dogs
and cats in the future. We adopted our dog, Cookie, from Rockin' Rescue. She was about I I
or 12 years old when we adopted her -- she probably wouldn't have made it if it weren't for
Rockin'Rescue.
I

The City has, in fact, thanked Ady Gil in the past for his tremendous contributions to animal
welfare. Both Mayor Garcetti and Councilman Koretz have personally presented Mr. Gil with
Certificates of Recognition. (These Certificates of Recognition, as well as any other
documents referred to herein which are not already in the record, will be presented to the Area
Planning Commission before or at the bearing on this matter.) Shutting down tbe means by
which Mr. Gil performs these acts is certainly inconsistent with that recognition.
2
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Decision) page 8 (emphasis added).]
Nevertheless, the Associate Zoning Administrator (ZA) denied the variances. The entire
decision of the ZA is based upon an erroneous determination that Rockin' Rescue is a
kennel. The ZA stated: "Section 12.03 defines a 'kennel' as 'any lot or premises on which
four (4) or more dogs, at least four (4) months of age, are kept.' The Zoning Code
expressly prohibits the operation of kennels in commercial zones." (ZA Decision page 8.)
However, Rockin' Rescue is not a kennel; it is an animal rescue. The Los Angeles
Municipal Code (LAMC) specifically recognizes animal rescues, and in fact grants them
special status because of the essential life-saving services they provide for animals.
LAMC §§53.15.2, 53.69, and 53.70 exempt animal rescue organizations, as well as
humane societies and societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals, from a whole series
of requirements that other individuals, businesses, and organizations are subject to under
theLAMC. 3
Nothing in the Zoning provisions of the LAMC that I could find , or which the ZA cited,
. prohibits animal rescues in any zone, including the CI Zone of Roc kin ' Rescue.4

The ZA's error in this regard may have been caused by an error made by the Los Angeles
Animal Control Officer who issued the original Notice to Comply to Rockin ' Rescue on July
29, 2014. That Notice erroneously required Rockin' Rescue to "obtain a current City of Los
Angeles permit to operate Dog Kennel and (poss) Boarding Facility." That Notice should not
have been issued by LAAS, since Rockin' Rescue is an animal rescue, not a dog kennel or
boarding facility.
3

Because the Zoning Administrator mistakenly determined that Rockin' Rescue is a kennel,
she erroneously determined that Rockin' Rescue could only be located in a manufacturing
zone. The ZA was apparently unaware that the City recognizes a category for animal rescue,
in the Municipal Code. An animal rescue provides valuable and necessary services to the City
and people of Los Angeles, as well as to the dogs and cats whose lives it saves, which an
ordinary kennel does not. A kennel merely boards dogs and cats for their owners. A kennel is
a for-profit enterprise. Rockin' Rescue is neither a breeding kennel nor a boarding kennel. It
is an animal rescue that takes in homeless dogs and cats and tries to find them homes, which
should be valued by the City for the essential functions it performs, as recognized in LAMC
53.15.2,53.69, and 53.70. In contrast to a kennel, Rockin ' Rescue is non-profit. An animal
rescue like Rockin' Rescue must be located in an area that is easily accessible to the public;
otherwise, its whole purpose is negated, because it will be unable to place pets with local
families. Ifthe APC determines that anything at all is necessary for an animal rescue to
operate at Rockin' Rescue's location, it should be done by a variance, rather than a more
arduous zone change.

4
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,"

Therefore, the ZA decision, in its entirety, is based upon a faulty premise.

s

As a result of this faulty premise, and other misconceptions, the ZA erred in the findings
regarding the five elements required for a variance, if a variance is even necessary. Each
of the requirements is met:

1. That the strict application of the provisions of the zoning ordinance would result in
practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purposes and
intent ofthe zoning regulations.
Closing down an animal rescue that saves the lives of hundreds of dogs and cats is
certainly an unnecessary hardship inconsistent with the general purposes and intent of the
zoning regulations. It is also inconsistent with other City policies. It is the goal of the City
of Los Angeles to be "No Kill" by 2017; that goal has not yet been achieved. Rockin'
Rescue provides a major contributi on toward that goal. Rockin' Rescue is a part of the
City's New Hope Program, to save the lives of animals who would otherwise be killed at
the City Shelters. See http://www.laanimalservices.comlvolunteer/new-hope/ Closing
down Rockin' Rescue would be a significant set-back to achieving the City's No Kill
6
goal. Nevertheless, the ZA did not consider the goal of making Los Angeles a No Kill
City in her decision.
See also the discussion above regarding Rockin' Rescue being an animal rescue rather than
a kennel. The ZA based her deterniination of this factor 1 on the incorrect assumption that
5 It

should be noted that certain provisions ofthe LAMC specifically exempt pet shops from
the definition ofa kennel. See, e.g., LAMC §53.00. While an animal rescue is recognized by
the LAMC as distinct from a pet store because it is saving the lives of animals and operates on
a non-profit basis, an animal rescue is closer in operation to a pet shop than to a kennel.
Most of the animals that have been taken from the City Shelters by Rockin ' Rescue are taken
at the request ofthe shelter system. For example, when Harlequin (City Animal ID A 1622593)
gave birth at the Shelter on 05 /22/20 16 to her litter of six puppies whi le in the care of Los
Angeles Animal Services (LAAS), Rockin' Rescue received the call to help her and her six
one day old puppies and immediately agreed. Rockin' Rescue also agreed to assist when
contacted by LAAS about a dog named Emerson Layne (Animal ID A 1612219) and her nine
puppies on 03 /0812016 . Bonzo (Animal ID AI510557), taken by Rockin' Rescue at the
request of shelter staff and volunteers, has cost Mr. Gil over $10,000 in ongoing medical care.
These are just a few examples of the animals Rockin' Rescue has agreed to help when
requested by the City. Rockin ' Rescue/AGWC is also contacted by the shelter system to assist
with funding for animals at the Shelter in need of medical care, as well as with individuals
who can't afford medical or fees associated with animals at the Shelter. The manager of
Rockin ' Rescue, Bari Fiore, received a call from a shelter Supervisor as recently as
11127/2016 pertaining to fmancial assistance needed by a member of the community to
redeem their animal from the Shelter. There are many other instances in which Rockin '
Rescue has assisted LAAS, evidence of which will be presented prior to or at the hearing on
this matter.
6
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Rockin ' Rescue is a kennel, and her unsupported conclusion that an animal rescue cannot
operate in a commercial zone. See also factors 2 and 5, below. Just as in Case No. ZA
2008-0536(CU)(ZV), Conditional Use/Zone Variance, August 19, 2009, involving the
stricter standards for an actual kennel (not an animal rescue), "discontinuance of the use
would create an unnecessary hardship on the applicant inconsistent with the intent of the
zoning regulations. Denial of the request would prevent the applicant from maintaining a
reasonable use of the site. The use has proven to be beneficial to the community in
providing a desirable service, rehabilitating a vacant property, and will not displace or
require relocation of any businesses or tenant(s)." Rockin' Rescue's use is consistent with
the Specific Plan' s definition of a Community Commercial area in that it provides
community oriented services.

2. That there are special circumstances applicable to the subject property such as size,
shape, topography, location or surroundings that do not apply generally to other property
in the same zone and vicinity.
The building that Rockin' Rescue occupies is an architecturally unusual one which makes
it unsuitable for typical uses. It is described in the March 2013 SurveyLA as "an excellent
example of the Googie style, with distinctive features including large octagonal windows
and matching freestanding sign." At this time, the building is either 50 years of age or will
be within a few months.
The Zoning Administrator did not appropriately consider that Mr. Gil, the owner of the
Subject Property, has endured significant hardship as the owner. Mr. Gil had attempted for
many years to lease the property to other uses with no success. He also suffered thousands
of dollars in vandalism to the building, as it was sitting vacant, and the air conditioning
units were stolen. Only after years of unsuccessfully seeking other uses for the building
did he choose to allow the building to be used to fulfill his passion for rescuing dogs and
cats from local public shelters.

3. That the variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment ofa substantial
property right or use generally possessed by other property in the same zone and vicinity
but which, because of the special circumstances and practical difficulties or unnecessary
hardships, is denied to the property in question.
See factors 1 and 2 above. Rockin ' Rescue is located in a Community Commercial area; a
pet store would need only a variance to operate in a Cl Zone like Rockin' Rescue's. An
animal rescue, which has no restrictions in the LAMC, should certainly not be subject to
greater restrictions than a pet store. Since a pet store is a use permitted within the
Community Commercial land use designation, an animal rescue must also be permitted.

4. That the granting of the variance will not be materially detrimental to the public
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements in the same zone or vicinity in which
the property is located.
The Zoning Administrator erred by not giving adequate weight to the overwhelming
community support for keeping Rockin ' Rescue operating in its current location. She
31

mentioned the fact that " [t]he proposed variances were supported by the Woodland Hills
NC, Councilmember Blumenfield, the adjacent Tarzana NC, and hundreds of area
residents," but did not consider that in reaching her decision. Such overwhelming public
support shows that the granting of the variance is conducive to the public welfare, not
detrimental to it. The government of our City should be responsive to the will of its
citizens. This is one of the highest purposes of a democracy, but was not considered by the
ZA. 7 Instead, the ZA incorrectly relied on completely inapplicable provisions and factual
findings, such as:
a. Policy 2-2.2: "Require screening of open storage and auto repair uses, and
prohibit storage of automobile parts and other noxious commercial related products in
front of commercial development, exposed to the street." (ZA Decision page 12.) There is
no open storage, auto repair use, storage of automobile parts, or other noxious commercial
related products in front of Rock in' Rescue, or anywhere on Rockin' Rescue's premises.
Dogs are not storage or noxious. Most people consider dogs to be nice and attractive.
b. The Zoning Administrator's objection to used furniture being used in the dog' s
kennel is inappropriate. (ZA Decision page 12.) Even if new furniture was utilized, it
would quickly become used, since dogs, like people, wear out furniture.
c. The ZA's objection to the aesthetics and pedestrian envir:onment at the front of
Rockin' Rescue is certainly in the eye of the beholder. I and many other people would
rather see dogs on a walk we are taking than people eating, a store front, or the front of an
office building. People like us should not be discriminated against in planning how our
city looks.
The Zoning Administrator personally visited Rockin' Rescue and made incorrect
conclusions regarding the conditions for the dogs, as follows:
The property's close proximity to the Ventura Freeway makes it an unhealthy
location for animals to be kept outdoors because the dogs are subjected to the
air pollution and particulate matter from the freeway and Ventura Boulevard.
The ZA visited the site on two occasions when the temperature was over 90
The Zoning Administrator incorrectly heavily relied on the argument that granting the
variance in this case could set a precedent for similar requests in the future. (ZA Decision pp.
11, 13) That should not be a concern. The requested variance is for a non-profit that saves the
lives of dogs and cats and provides family pets to people in the neighborhood. "There is no
dispute that the applicant is providing a valuable and necessary service for the City." (ZA
Decision page 8.) That would be a requirement for such a variance in any future case that
claims this as a precedent. "The proposed variances were supported by the Woodland Hills
NC, Councilmember Blumenfield, the adjacent Tarzana NC, and hundreds of area residents."
(ZA Decision page 8.) That would also be a requirement for such a variance in any future case
that claims this as a precedent. Any cases that do not meet those two requirements would be
distinguishable.
7
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degrees, and was distressed at seeing several dogs sitting in the outdoor
enclosures with only plastic pools filled with water as the only visible means
for the dogs to keep cool.
However, as noted by the ZA, there are homes on the other side of the Ventura Freeway;
those homes are as close as or closer to the freeway than Rockin ' Rescue. The City is not
prohibiting the residents of those homes from going into their back yards or swimming
pools. The City is not requiring the people who live in those homes to shut down and
move elsewhere. Wby is it doing so for dogs? Dogs at Rockin' Rescue are provided with
a wading pool in their kennel every day. Rockin' Rescue also has misters installed to keep
the dogs cool. They can also be kept inside, where there is air conditioning, on extremely
hot days. That is not the case at the City Animal Shelters. I have spent a great deal of time
at the West Valley Shelter, and I know that there is no air conditioning in the dogs ' kennels
and no wading pools are placed in the dogs' kennels on hot days. Dogs can only go into a
wading pool if they are brought into the play yard by a Volunteer. The facilities at both
Rockin ' Rescue and the West Valley Shelter are good for dogs, but I would say that
Rockin' Rescue's are significantly better. And of course, the alternative to the dogs not
being at Rockin' Rescue is some animals being killed.
The ZA incorrectly relied on the fact that homes are within 500 feet of Rock in' Rescue.
However, those homes are on the other side of the 101 Freeway. Any person or dog
coming or going to Rockin' Rescue has to travel well over 500 feet to reach the other side
of the freeway. Furthermore, there is no prohibition in the LAMC to an animal rescue
being within 500 feet of homes. Even ifthere were, a variance could be granted for such a
situation. See Case No. ZA 200B-0536(CU)(ZV), Conditional Use/Zone Variance, August
19,2009.

5. The granting afthe variance will not adversely affect any element ofthe General Plan.
As discussed above, an animal rescue is not prohibited by the Cl Zone, Neighborhood
Commercial, the General Plan, or anything else in the LAMe.
The Zoning Administrator did not adequately consider Objective 7.3 of the Framework
Element, which sets a goal to "maintain and enhance the existing businesses in the City"
and Policy 7.3 .2, which encourages the establishment and retention of "neighborhood
commercial activities within walking distance of residential areas." Shutting down
Rockin' Rescue is the exact opposite of "maintain[ing] and enhanc[ing] the existing
businesses in the City," and is in fact completely inimical to the Framework Element -shutting down a very popular non-profit which unquestionably provides a valuable and
necessary service for the City. The success of Rockin' Rescue is because of its location -people see it when they are driving or walking down Ventura Boulevard, and decide to
come in to adopt a pet. That would not happen in a manufacturing zone, to which the
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Zoning Administrator suggests Rockin ' Rescue move. Furthermore, requiring Mr. Gil to
find a suitable location in a such a manufacturing zone would involve spending hundreds
of thousands of dollars to obtain the property and make it comfortable for the animals,
money that can be better spent caring for the animals, spay/neuter, vet bills, etc. It would
result in the waste of hundreds of thousands of dollars that has been spent to make the
current location comfortable for the animals and suitable for the patrons. Millions of
dollars were spent to purchase the building and for improvements for Rockin' Rescue.
The ZA paid little or no attention to the goal of encouraging the establishment and
retention of such beneficial "neighborhood commercial activities within walking distance
of residential areas." The ZA totally ignored the fact that many fewer animals would be
adopted in a manufacturing zone, where there is no visibility and no marketing opportunity
to local residents. That is the whole point of having a rescue close to the people who use
it: That is why Rockin ' Rescue is able to get animals who would be killed by the City
Shelters adopted by local residents. Furthermore, ifRockin' Rescue had to be relocated, it
is likely that many of the volunteers who go there to take care of the animals could no
longer do so, or would not spend as much time there. The same would be true for students
in Woodland Hills' high schools who go to Rockin ' Rescue to perform therr mandatory
community service assignments.
There are many commercial veterinarians, pet hospitals, pet grooming facilities, and other
pet related businesses in the area. For example, there is a pet hospital that is open 24 hours
a day, approximately a quarter mile from Rockin ' Rescue on Ventura Blvd.; animals are
kept there overnight. There is no reason that a non-profit animal rescue should not be
allowed as well.
Furthermore, the City' s own East Valley Animal Shelter, located at 14409 Van Owen
Street, contradicts everything in the ZA ' s decision. There are more dogs and cats kept at
the East Valley Animal Shelter than there are at Rockin ' Rescue. However, the area is
Community Commercial and there are apartment buildings right across the street from the
Shelter, much closer than the residences across the 10 I Freeway from Rockin' Rescue.
The East Valley Animal Shelter has also been granted a variance regarding parking; the
Shelter appears to have fewer spaces per square foot and has more traffic per space than
Rockin'Rescue. See, e.g., Case No. ZA2003-1791(CU)(ZV)(SPR), and other cases for
the East Valley Shelter. All of the variances, exceptions, and everything else that have
been granted to allow the East Valley Shelter to operate are of course very beneficial to the
City and the City did the right thing in approving them. The point is that Rockin ' Rescue
serves the same function, and the additional function of saving the lives of dogs and cats
who would be killed at the City shelters; Rockin ' Rescue should also be granted the
variances it needs to continue to operate.
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Contrary to the ZA' s decision, granting of the variance will not adversely affect any
element of the General Plan. Shutting down Rockin' Rescue will adversely affect
elements of the General Plan, the City' s No Kill goal, and the welfare of the City. See also
the discussion of factor 4 above.
The animals at Rockin' Rescue are always well taken care of and well treated. Some of
the Volunteers at the West Valley Shelter are also volunteers at Rockin' Rescue, where
they help take care ofthe animals. The living quarters for the animals there are
spectacular. Rockin' Rescue is a world class animal rescue, something that Woodland
Hills, Tarzana, and the entire City can really be proud of. It is known as an outstanding
rescue throughout California and the country. It does not disturb any of its neighbors. I've
been there many times, and it is always well maintained and there isn't any noise that
would disturb anyone. Rockin ' Rescue acts as an additional asset to the community by
providing an opportunity for community service hours, which are required by City high
schools, as well as court ordered hours mandated by probation departments. There are also
treatment and vocational centers that bring patients, accompanied by staff, to volunteer at
the rescue. In addition, families bring their children and consider Rockin' Rescue a place
to spend quality family time and teach values to their children regarding animals.
Shutting down Rockin ' Rescue will subject the City of Los Angeles to local, nationwide,
and worldwide condemnation among those who care about animals. The detriment to the
City in doing so should also be considered in connection with this appeal. Thank you for
your consideration ofthis matter.
Sincerely,

~! /1. '7114U<z,1tV)
Jeffrey N. Mausner
Citizen of Tarzana, California; Appeal filed as an individual on behalf of myself
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TARZANA NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
P.O. BOX 571016
TARZANA, CA 91357
(818) 921-4992
tnc@tarzananc.org
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January 16,2017
Mr. Steve Cochran, President
South Valley Area Planning Commission
200 N. Spring Street, Room 532
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4801
Re:

Case No. ZA-2015-4447-ZV

Dear President Cochran,
The purpose ofthis letter is to inform you that on October 27, 2015 at its regularly scheduled
public meeting the Tarzana Neighborhood Council by a unanimous vote adopted the following
resolution:
"Resolved: The TNC approves the Animal Welfare Committee recommendation
that the Tarzana Neighborhood Council assist Rockin' Rescue in obtaining the
change of use/zoning necessary to obtain a kennel permit."
I have included a copy of the approved minutes recording the motion and vote on item 8 of the
October 27,2015 meeting agenda for the Tarzana Neighborhood Council. A Board member of
the Tarzana Neighborhood Council will be present at he January 26, 2017 hearing to address
the SVAPC regarding this mer.
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January 26,2017

South Valley Area Planning Commission
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
6262 Van Nuys Blvd
Van Nuys, CA 91401

RE:

Case No. ZA-2015-4447-ZV-1A
Rockin' Rescue, 19855 Ventura Boulevard, Wood land Hills, California

Dear Commissioners:
I am writing in regards to Rockin' Rescue located at the above address in Woodland Hills. I would like
to express my support for the Motion introduced by Los Angeles Council member Bob Blumenfield that
would allow the Planning Department to provide a definition of animal rescue and animal adoption
facilities and allow those facilities in commercial zones.
Many of my constituents have expressed their views that Rockin' Rescue has been a valuable asset to
the community and that they would like to see it remain at its current location. I have personally
toured Rockin' Rescue, and I commend the charitable work of saving the lives of cats and dogs by
placing them in good homes of local residents. In this regard, Rockin' Rescue performs a very valuab le
service for the citizens, and I respectfully request that you consider the Motion by Counci lmember
Blumenfield, for the good of the community as well as for the homeless dogs and cats that benefit from
this non-profit.
I am happy to discuss this further should you need additional information. Thank you for your
consideration of this matter.

---

GT2\-k
Henry Stern,
State Senator, 27 th District
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MOTION
The City has made great strides to be a compassionate and humane place for all animals
and pets. Part of that commitment is the laudable goal of becoming a No-Kill City for stray and
neglected pets.
Meeting that goal will require a variety of legislative changes to allow for a network of
animal rescue and adoption facilities to help ease the burden and demands on the Department of
Animal Services.
The Los Angeles Municipal Code recognizes the important role that animal rescues play
in supplementing the important work done by the City's Animal Services Department, however,
one glaring hole remains in the Zoning Code (Municipal Code Chapter 1) which does not define
or allow animal rescue/adoption facilities in a variety of zones beyond manufacturing/industrial
zones.
In recent weeks, an animal rescue facility in Woodland Hills has gone through the current
process to allow for an animal rescue to remain operational on the Ventura Boulevard commercial
corridor through a land use variance. Unfortunately, this process is too burdensome and
discretionary, and must be addressed.
For these animal rescue and adoption facilities to thrive, and meet the needs and desires of
the community, they must be allowed within our commercial corridors with proper land use
regulatory controls, performance standards, and protections for the community and small business.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council instruct the Planning Department, in
consultation with the City Attorney, to prepare and present an ordinance within 60 days that
provides a definition of animal rescue and animal adoption facilities.
I FURTHER MOVE that the Council instruct the Planning Department, in consultation
with the City Attorney, to prepare and present an ordinance within 60 days that will allow animal
rescue and animal adoption facilities in the C (Commercial) zones, and that includes performance
standards and community protections that must be met through either an administrative or land use
regulatory control process.

PRESENTEDBYp
· ~~~~~~~~~__~

SECONDED BY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Jeffrey Mausner
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne M <jeannem12@msn.com>
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 7:31 PM
Mike Bell; Jeff@MausnerLaw.com
Fw: Proud to help Rockin' Rescue

From: Councilmember Bob Blumenfield <councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2017 2:17 PM
To: Jeanne Morales
Subject: Proud to help Rockin' Rescue

Jeanne -I am extremely happy that the South Valley Area Planning Commission honored my request to grant
Rockin’ Rescue a variance, ensuring that it will continue to thrive in our community. It was wonderful
to see so many people organize, come together, and voice their support for a rescue that works handin-hand with the City to address our animal friends’ needs. But, this decision will only apply to one
animal rescue, and a more holistic approach is needed to address a citywide issue. Currently, animal
shelters cannot operate in commercial areas. This is a problem for several reasons, but one that hits at
the core is simply, visibility. It is difficult to get people to adopt a new pet or volunteer their time
assisting rescues if they are hidden away from sight.
So, in response to what happened with Rockin’ Rescue, I introduced a motion in the City Council that
would allow rescue shelters to have the opportunity to open in commercial zones. Additionally, it
contains certain protections for neighboring businesses and homeowners. These protections will serve
as a way to deal with our animal’s needed outside space as well as odor, noise control, hygiene and
animal welfare standards to name a few. This will not only mitigate certain concerns neighbors may
have, but it will change the mindset that led to the issues that affected Rockin’ Rescue.
Once again, it is great that the hard work of so many people has resulted in Rockin’ Rescue staying at
home in Woodland Hills, saving countless animal’s lives. As a Council we need to do everything we
can to foster an ‘adopt don't shop’ culture in Los Angeles and help create new policy that will enable
the City to truly live up to its goal of being a “No Kill City.” I am proud to have put this motion
forward, and look forward to working with you as this measure moves forward to ensure it is fair and
equitable for both animals and humans.
As always, my staff and I are here to serve you and never hesitate to contact us for assistance.
1
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Councilmember Bob Blumenfield
http://blumenfield.lacity.org/
Councilmember Bob Blumenfield - Council District 3 · 19040 Vanowen St, Los Angeles, CA 91335, United States
This email was sent to jeannem12@msn.com. To stop receiving emails, click here.
You can also keep up with Councilmember Bob Blumenfield on Twitter or Facebook.

Created with NationBuilder, software for leaders.
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L4t

ANIMAL
SERVICES

CLOSED:
The shelter has moved four miles south,
off Western Avenue, to:

1850 West 60'h Street
Los Angeles 90047
Abandoning animals is inhumane, against the law,
and violators will be prosecuted.
CA PENAL CODE 5975

For more information on adoptions, licensing, spay/neuter services,
or stray animals,

contact:
(889) 452-7381
o

www.laanimalservices.com

,

CERRADO:
EI refugio ha movido cuatro millas al sur,
frente a Western Avenue, a:
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Jeffrey Mausner
Subject:

FW: Use of the Abandoned South Los Angeles Animal Shelter by Rescue Organizations

From: Jordan Beroukhim [mailto:jordan.beroukhim@lacity.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Cc: Paul Darrigo <fedguy2@pacbell.net>; Svetlana Pravina <Svetlana.Pravina@lacity.org>; Leonard Shaffer
<l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>; Deron Williams <deron.williams@lacity.org>
Subject: Re: Use of the Abandoned South Los Angeles Animal Shelter by Rescue Organizations

Hi Jeff,
We will be working with General Services to discuss the potential for an RFQ/RFP here
We will need some time on our end.
Thank you
-Jordan Beroukhim
Planning & Land Use Deputy
Council President Herb Wesson's Office
200 N. Spring Street, Room 430
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 473-7010
Fax: (213) 485-9829
www.herbwesson.com

On Fri, Sep 9, 2016 at 2:33 PM, Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com> wrote:

Hi Deron and Jordan. I hope you are doing well. Has there been any progress regarding the
abandoned South Los Angeles Animal Shelter? Were you able to speak with anyone at
General Services about the feasibility of this project? Best regards, Jeff

From: Paul Darrigo [mailto:fedguy2@pacbell.net]
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2016 1:51 PM
To: Jordan Beroukhim <jordan.beroukhim@lacity.org>; Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Cc: Svetlana Pravina <Svetlana.Pravina@lacity.org>; Leonard Shaffer <l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>; Deron Williams
<deron.williams@lacity.org>
Subject: Best Friends Contrac attached Re: Use of the Abandoned South Los Angeles Animal Shelter by Rescue
Organizations
1
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Hi Deron and Jordan,
Great meeting yesterday... We appreciate your openness with us to work together.
Please find attached the Best Friends Contract as discussed. It's a good reference point... we may suggest some
changes to it. There is a RFI that went out for this that we should look at again too.
Also attached is the Mission Hills expenses from the CAO.
Next week, I will continue to reach out to bigger rescue organizations to generate interest in the bid contract.
If you can arrange for a walk through, that would be great.
Thanks
Paul
CHULA - Citizens for a Humane Los Angeles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/773416409436730/
323-244-8020

From: Jordan Beroukhim <jordan.beroukhim@lacity.org>
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>; fedguy2@pacbell.net
Cc: Svetlana Pravina <Svetlana.Pravina@lacity.org>; Leonard Shaffer <l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>;
Deron Williams <deron.williams@lacity.org>
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2016 5:41 PM
Subject: Re: Use of the Abandoned South Los Angeles Animal Shelter by Rescue Organizations

Hello,
We are confirmed for this Thursday, September 1 at 10:30am to meet in our District Office
located at 1819 S Western Ave Los Angeles CA 90006. Parking lot is accessed via Manhattan Pl
which is 1 block west of Western Ave
Thank you
-Jordan Beroukhim
Planning & Land Use Deputy
Council President Herb Wesson's Office
200 N. Spring Street, Room 430
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 473-7010
Fax: (213) 485-9829
www.herbwesson.com
2
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On Thu, Aug 25, 2016 at 2:22 PM, Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com> wrote:
To Jordan Beroukhim
Planning Deputy
Office of City Council President Herb Wesson
jordan.beroukhim@lacity.org
Hi Jordan. My name is Jeffrey Mausner. I’m a Board Member of the Tarzana Neighborhood
Council (TNC), and Chair of the TNC Animal Welfare Committee.
At a recent meeting of the TNC Animal Welfare Committee, one of the attendees raised the
possibility of rescue organizations taking over an abandoned former City animal shelter. It is
the former South Los Angeles Shelter, located at 3612 West 11th Ave (or 3612 11th Ave). It
says on the LA Animal Services website that this shelter was damaged in the Northridge
earthquake: http://www.laanimalservices. com/shelters/south-los- angeles/, see attachment
1. However, I have spoken with Animal Services employees who worked in that building
well after the Northridge Earthquake (1994), so it is not clear whether it was closed because of
earthquake damage or for other reasons.
In any case, the building has been closed for some time. It appears that the facility is just
sitting there, closed, with a notice of closure posted. (Please go to www.bing.com/maps and
input the address: 3612 West 11th Ave, Los Angeles CA; click on Birds Eye view, and you
can see the street view. Same with Google maps; and please see attachment number
2.) Some pictures of the facility are attached as attachments number 3-6.
It seemed like a good idea to me to see if something can be done with this facility, to help
alleviate overcrowding at the City Animal Shelters. (The idea for this at the Animal Welfare
Committee meeting came from Paul Darrigo, who is an actor and animal welfare
activist.) My understanding is that this facility can hold hundreds of dogs and cats. It seems
like a terrible waste for it just to be sitting there abandoned for years, when there are times
when dogs and cats are killed because of lack of space in the City Shelters.
I spoke with Svetlana Pravina, who is Councilman Blumenfield’s liaison with the Tarzana
Neighborhood Council, and who has been involved in matters involving animal welfare. She
suggested that I contact you, since the building is located in Councilman Wesson’s district.
I don’t know whether a project like this would be doable. I don’t know if there are rescues
that would be able to take on a project of this magnitude. Best Friends Animal Society took
over what was built as a City Shelter in Mission Hills when Los Angeles Animal Services
wasn’t going to be able to run the facility. I don’t know whether Best Friends, or other rescue
3
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organizations, would be able to do the same with the old South Shelter. But I think it is worth
looking into the possibility of this, because of the large numbers of dogs and cats who could
be saved if something like this happened. My guess is that the first step would be to see if
General Services thinks the building is usable and if they would be amenable to rescue
organizations using the building to house animals.
Please let me know if you and Councilman Wesson are interested in exploring the possibilities
here. I would be happy to help in any way I can, and I’m sure that hundreds of people who
are involved in animal welfare in Los Angeles would as well. This could greatly contribute to
the goal of making Los Angeles a No Kill city by 2017. Please see http://nkla.org/about .
I look forward to hearing back from you.
Sincerely, Jeff Mausner
Jeffrey Mausner
Chair, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee
Email: Jeff@MausnerLaw.com; j.mausner@tarzananc.org
Cell phone: (310) 617-8100

4
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
To Provide Programs and Services at the
Jefferson Park Animal Shelter
For the

CITY OF LOS ANGELES

Issued By

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SERVICES
February 2, 2017
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

DATE ISSUED:

February 2, 2017

TITLE:

To Provide Programs and Services at the
Jefferson Park Animal Shelter

DESCRIPTION:

The City of Los Angeles (“City”) is seeking
proposals from experienced animal welfare
organizations interested in providing
programs and services at the Animal
Shelter.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS:

Proposals must be received at the address
shown below by Tuesday, April 4, 2017 at
3:00 p.m. (Pacific Standard Time).

PROPOSAL DELIVERY ADDRESS:

Office of the City Administrative Officer
200 N. Main Street, Room 1500
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Attention: Bernyce Hollins

QUESTIONS REGARDING THE RFP PROCESS: Submit
in
writing
via
email
to
cao.RFPresponse@lacity.org no later
than 12:00 p.m. (PST), Tuesday, February
28, 2017. Responses to questions will be
published on BAVN by Thursday,
March 9, 2017.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

All potential proposers are strongly
encouraged to attend the Technical
Assistance
Seminar
scheduled
for
11:00 a.m. on February 23, 2017 at the
Jefferson Park Animal Shelter, located at

3612 11th Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90018.
Bonus points will be given to those in
attendance (refer to page 19).

Programs and Services at the Jefferson Park Animal Shelter
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Jeffrey Mausner
Subject:

FW: Join us for LA Animal Services Animal Liaison Meeting Jan. 9

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 2:57 PM
To: 'Brenda Barnette' <brenda.barnette@lacity.org>
Cc: 'Sara Ebrahimi' <sara.ebrahimi@lacity.org>; 'Louis Dedeaux' <louis.dedeaux@lacity.org>; 'David Zaft'
<zaft@caldwell‐leslie.com>; 'Larry Gross' <commissionergross@yahoo.com>; 'Roger Wolfson'
<commissionerwolfson@gmail.com>; 'Alisa Finsten' <alisafinsten@gmail.com>; 'Olivia Garcia'
<oliviaegarcia@outlook.com>; 'Leonard Shaffer' <l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>; 'Eran Heissler 18' <Eran@heissler18.com>;
'Dana Brown' <dana.brown@lacity.org>; 'Margaret Wynne' <margaret.wynne@lacity.org>; 'Grayce Liu'
<Grayce.Liu@lacity.org>
Subject: RE: Join us for LA Animal Services Animal Liaison Meeting Jan. 9

Hi Brenda. Thank you for your quick response. Please look into the issues I raised regarding
the Volunteers, even if you won't have time to discuss that at the January 9 meeting.
Everyone have Happy Holidays, and thank you for all you do for our animals and our city. Best
regards, Jeff

From: Brenda Barnette [mailto:brenda.barnette@lacity.org]
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2016 2:13 PM
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Cc: Sara Ebrahimi <sara.ebrahimi@lacity.org>; Louis Dedeaux <louis.dedeaux@lacity.org>; David Zaft
<zaft@caldwell‐leslie.com>; Larry Gross <commissionergross@yahoo.com>; Roger Wolfson
<commissionerwolfson@gmail.com>; Alisa Finsten <alisafinsten@gmail.com>; Olivia Garcia
<oliviaegarcia@outlook.com>; Leonard Shaffer <l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>; Eran Heissler 18
<Eran@heissler18.com>; Dana Brown <dana.brown@lacity.org>; Margaret Wynne
<margaret.wynne@lacity.org>; Grayce Liu <Grayce.Liu@lacity.org>
Subject: Re: Join us for LA Animal Services Animal Liaison Meeting Jan. 9
Hello Jeffrey,
The first meeting will be structured and there will not include unlimited time to address multiple
questions in depth from each neighborhood council. During the first meeting the Departments will
update the neighborhood council liaisons, establish communication channels and determine the
number, time and locations of subsequent meetings. We will have public comment of course and it will
be 1-2 or 3 minutes depending on the number of people attending. Those comments may help inform
future agenda items.
Thanks for sending these questions. You will likely see that I will use some of your questions when we
update the liaisons on the Department.
1
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The Board of Animal Services Commissioners (Board) sets policy for the Department and they are my
boss as is the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and 15 City Council Members. The neighborhood council liaisons
will likely be the most informed citizens who can take accurate and up to date information back to your
neighborhood councils. You will be able to keep us updated and informed about challenges and
opportunities within your community.
The strategic plan that we are developing based on public meetings the consultant held with
stakeholders in each council district, after approved by the Commission, will set out our path forward.
We want to make sure that the neighborhood liaisons are totally familiar with the goals and strategies
as well as how they meet the Mayor's priorities.
I will take time now to respond to some of your questions.
1. No Kill: the goal is to reach a 90% live save rate for dogs and cats in our City shelters by the end of
2017. Animals are either euthanized due to irreparable suffering as determined by one of our
veterinarians or they are killed for space. If a dog is euthanized in the shelter for space, that could be a
dog with a "behavior history" based on intake information and observed behavior in the shelter. The
decisions to decide which animals will be put to death for space are very difficult. They are made by
the ACT Supervisors in collaboration with Assistant General Manager Louis Dedeaux. They are the
professionals. As much as the volunteers love and get attached to some of our shelter guests, they must
leave these decisions to the professionals.
I know that the medical team, Louis and the ACT Supervisors are sensitive to the attachments by the
volunteers (and staff). In a couple of recent cases, the volunteers who were networking certain dogs
without success were given an extra couple of weeks and then the very difficult was made when there
were no notes of interest in the file for the dog by any individual or rescue. This leave us feeling
empathy for the dog, the volunteers and the staff who had to make the most difficult decision of all in
deciding who lives and who dies.
We do not use the Asilomar Accords to access the dogs. It is a good system but sometimes criticized
for being subjective. In the case of a dog who is deemed dangerous after an Administrative Hearing
(and an opportunity to appeal), I sign the Notice to Destroy for public safety. That dog has been
determined to be dangerous based on having caused significant injury to one or more people or other
animals.
You can check our website monthly and read the WoofStat Report to see where we are every month. At
the end of November, 2016, the live save rate for shelter dogs and cats was 84.46% compared to
78.47% at the same time last year. We are making steady progress.
2. EIR for a Community Cat Program: Work is underway and there is a lot of activity involving
consultants, City Attorney's Office, Bureau of Engineering (hires/manages EIR consultants), CM
Koretz staff, Board President and myself. At this time there is nothing specific to report to the
public. You can watch the Board agendas that are posted on Friday before the Tuesday meeting and
find out when we will be giving a public update on our progress to our Board. You can attend the
Board meeting or listen in from home. We hope to have a public report during the first quarter of 2017.
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3. Promotions: We look to national organizations who track and study the trends in adoptions for
everything from "free adoptions", to black cats at Halloween, to gift adoptions, etc. In every case there
are a few vocal people who do not seem to be able to tolerate change and prefer to oppose a more
progressive agenda. Jeffrey, you are absolutely correct that, like the national statistics show, even here
in Los Angeles we do not have increased returns or any other alleged problems with these
promotions. What we do see is more orphaned pets in homes of their own! However, spending time
debating with people who oppose change or who may have private agendas creates busy work and
hampers our real goal to save animals' lives.
I hope I have added to your repertoire of talking points! I know that in many ways it is preaching to the
crowd because you and I are in agreement on most topics. I appreciate your consistency and caring.
Happy Holidays!
Brenda
Brenda F. Barnette
General Manager
LA Animal Services
Administrative Office
Department of Animal Services
221 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 600
Los Angeles CA 90012
(213) 482-9558 (office)
(213) 435-0815 (cell)
(213) 482-9511 (fax)
On Fri, Dec 23, 2016 at 9:10 AM, Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com> wrote:

Hi Sara. Thank you for your email. I definitely will be coming to the LAAS-Neighborhood
Council Representatives meeting. All of the other City Departments regularly meet with
Neighborhood Councils. In light of the essential work that LAAS does, it is nice to see that
Animal Services will be doing this as well.
There are three issues that I will be bringing up at the meeting. (There are many more issues
that constituents are interested in, but we decided that these are the most important for the first
meeting.) I wanted to let you, and Brenda if she will be there, know.
1. The first is the implementation of No Kill city-wide. We are about a week from the target
date of 2017. Are we going to be No Kill at the start of 2017? Where does this stand, and
what definition of No Kill will we be using? What is considered to be an adoptable dog, and
what is considered to be a healthy dog? A few days ago, a 3 year old Great Dane/Staffordshire
mix who had a broken leg (Gatsby A1638031) was killed for medical. So we would appreciate
a clarification of what constitutes No Kill from a medical standpoint. What effect does a
yellow behavioral mark have on a dog’s status regarding No Kill? What specific behaviors -3
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biting a person, fighting with another dog -- could subject a dog to being killed? What steps is
LAAS taking for situations when the shelters become crowded? What steps will shelter
employees be instructed to take regarding getting rescues to take dogs? What is being done for
dogs that need to be adopted outside of LA? What efforts, procedures, and programs are being
implemented or planned to bring No Kill into effect?
What is the status of the appropriation for the Environmental Impact Report regarding the TNR
Injunction?
I, and many other people, think that making our City No Kill is the most important task facing
LAAS, so I very much look forward to hearing where we stand on this.
Now that we are going to be No Kill, I suggest again that additional information be provided
on the LAAS website regarding the fate of dogs, cats, and other animals. The Red and Blue
Lists are available on the LAAS website. We are able to see when dogs and cats are taken off
the Red and Blue Lists. However, no information is given regarding why the animal was
removed. When an animal is removed from the Red or Blue List, doing an ID search just
results in the following statement: “Sorry! No Records were found. Try changing some of your
search criteria and trying again.”
No information is given as to whether the animal has been adopted, rescued, or killed.
I check the Red List for West Valley almost every day. The only way I can find out what
happened to an animal who is taken off the Red List is to ask at the front counter when I go to
the Shelter. This is time consuming, requires finding an ACT to check the computer, and
cannot be done by people who don’t go to the Shelter on a regular basis.
I suggest that the LAAS website start providing information regarding what happened to all
animals, and particularly animals who were on the Red List or Blue List. The website would
say: Adopted, Rescued (and give the name of the Rescue), or Euthanized. If the animal was
killed, a short explanation of why (bit a person, aggressive toward people, attacked and
seriously injured another dog, had terminal cancer) should be stated so that any citizen can
determine what happened to that animal, and what is happening to animals
generally. (Hopefully, in 2017, the reason for death will never be lack of space.)
2. At the Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee meeting on November
14, a discussion took place regarding the high attrition rate of new Volunteers at the West
Valley Animal Shelter.
You have done a good job publicizing and getting people to attend the orientation classes for
new Volunteers at the Shelters. I’ve seen that there are about 25 to 50 new potential
Volunteers at the orientation class at the West Valley Shelter every month. They seem very
excited about becoming Volunteers. However, we are getting few Volunteers who actually
make it through the training program and end up helping with the animals. What happens with
4
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all of the potential Volunteers who come to the orientation? What discourages them from
becoming at least Level 2 Volunteers who can take dogs and cats out?
We need more Volunteers so that all dogs and cats can be taken out and cared for each day. It
is the Volunteers who take dogs for walks and into the play yard. If the Volunteers don’t do it,
it doesn’t get done, since the staff usually does not have enough time to do it, because of the
other tasks they have to do. It is also the Volunteers who can spend time with a potential
adopter, to make sure they get the right dog or cat for their family.
So the question arises: Why are we not getting more Volunteers who make it through the
training, and what can be done about it?
It was determined at the meeting that I would send an email to Brenda, asking that she look
into why there is such a high attrition rate. Suggestions at the meeting included having the new
Volunteers fill out surveys regarding the training process, one survey after the orientation and
then successive surveys during the training process, to determine if and why there is
dissatisfaction or if the training program has become too difficult to complete. The surveys
could also be sent to people who drop out of the training or stop coming to the Shelter. It was
also suggested that experienced Volunteers could assist in the training process, since part of the
problem may be lack of sufficient staff to adequately train the new Volunteers in a timely
manner.
Could you please ask the appropriate person on your staff to look into this? I briefly raised this
issue at the full Tarzana Neighborhood Council (TNC) Board Meeting on December 13. I will
be making a more complete report back to the TNC regarding this, for possible action.
Also, I want to let you know that the West Valley Shelter needs additional dog kennel
keys. On weekends, there are not enough keys for all of the Volunteers who are there; there
are only about 7 dog kennel keys. This results in less dogs being walked and may result in lost
adoption opportunities while Volunteers are looking for someone with a key to open a kennel
for a customer. I know that this is not merely a matter of duplicating keys, but we have
reached a point where this lack of keys is seriously interfering with the ability of Volunteers to
walk dogs and help customers.
3. If there is time, I’d also like to hear LAAS’ view on some of the promotions that are done
for dog and cat adoption, such as Give an Orphaned Pet a Home Before the Holidays, free
adoptions, black cats before Halloween, reduced adoption fees, etc. I get many emails
opposing these promotions, but I’d like to hear if LAAS thinks they are successful and result in
lasting adoptions. As a Volunteer trying to get animals adopted at the West Valley Shelter, I
think most promotions could be helpful. I haven’t seen a spike in returns after those
promotions. So I would like to hear the other side of this from LAAS.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting on January 9.
5
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Sincerely, Jeffrey Mausner
Jeffrey Mausner
Board of Directors, Tarzana Neighborhood Council
Chairman, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee
Neighborhood Council-LA Animal Services Liaison
Volunteer, West Valley Shelter
Email: Jeff@MausnerLaw.com; J.Mausner@TarzanaNC.org
Cell phone: (310) 617-8100

From: Sara Ebrahimi [mailto:sara.ebrahimi@lacity.org]
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Sara Ebrahimi <sara.ebrahimi@lacity.org>
Subject: Join us for LA Animal Services Animal Liaison Meeting Jan. 9
Dear Neighborhood Council representatives,
Thank you very much for patiently waiting to hear from us. We truly appreciate your interest in supporting the
City of Los Angeles Department of Animal Services. Let's kick the new year off with a meeting to get to know
everyone and find out how we can work together to better the lives of animals and people in your community.
Please save the date for the Animal Liaison Meeting, on Monday, January 9, 2017, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The
meeting will be held at Ramona Hall: 4580 N. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90065.
We will be sending more details as the meeting gets closer. We look forward to meeting you and collaborating
together to help orphaned animals.
Have a great holiday season!
Best regards,
Sara
Sara Ebrahimi
Public Relations Specialist
Department of Animal Services
221 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 600
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 482-9551 Office
laanimalservices.com
facebook.com/LAAnimalServices | twitter.com/lacitypets
"Join the NKLA movement and together we'll make Los Angeles No Kill!"

-www.laanimalservices.org
*Become a Fan on Facebook!*
www.facebook.com/laanimalservices
*Follow us on Twitter!*
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Jeffrey Mausner
Subject:

FW: System for Kennel Keys

From: maylmary [mailto:maylmary@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2017 9:27 AM
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Subject: RE: System for Kennel Keys
Jeff, thanks so much for getting this acomplished. It has been a long road but due to your
commitment we will no longer be keyless!
Thanks so much,
Mary
Sent from Samsung tablet
…
From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 9:55 PM
To: 'Sergio Rios' <Sergio.Rios@lacity.org>; Shawn Colon <shawn.colon@lacity.org>
Subject: RE: System for Kennel Keys

Hi Sergio and Shawn. I hope you had a Happy New Year, and hope you have a healthy and
happy 2017.
Many of the Volunteers are very frustrated that there are not enough dog kennel keys. Are there
only 4 dog kennel keys now? That is not nearly enough even for weekdays, let alone
weekends. Volunteers are wasting a great deal of time waiting for someone else to open and
close kennel doors, time that could be spent taking other dogs for a walk or helping
customers. We may even be losing adoptions because of the lack of kennel keys; customers
may leave while a Volunteer is looking for someone to open the kennel door.
If there is a problem with you getting more keys, please let me know. If you have to get
approval from downtown, let me know. I will be meeting with Brenda and others in the
administration next Monday, January 9, along with the other Neighborhood Council Liaisons,
and can raise the issue with her if necessary. Please let me know.
Thank you. Best regards, Jeff
From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 2:06 PM
To: Sergio Rios <Sergio.Rios@lacity.org>
1
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Cc: Shawn Colon <shawn.colon@lacity.org>
Subject: System for Kennel Keys

Hi Sergio. I hope you and your family have a Happy Thanksgiving.
As we discussed on Sunday, here is what I suggest regarding kennel keys for Volunteers. I
think this will both cut down the loss of kennel keys and make it easier for Volunteers to get the
kennel keys.
Volunteers will get the kennel keys from the administrative/counter staff. If they are not
available, the kennel keys can also be obtained from an ACT. Getting the kennel keys from the
administrative/counter staff will cut down the amount of time Volunteers have to wait to obtain
or turn in a kennel key, since the administrative/counter staff are always available in the lobby,
while often it is difficult to find an available ACT there. I have gotten comments from
Volunteers that they have had to wait up to 20 to 30 minutes to get a kennel key or return the
key on occasion.
There will be a list of Volunteers eligible to obtain a kennel key kept on the computers of the
administrative/counter staff, with the cell phone number of the Volunteer. A Volunteer
obtaining a kennel key will not only give their car key or ID to the staff, but will also give the
staff member a business card or a piece of paper with their name and cell phone number. The
staff will check that against the computer list. The car key or ID, and business card or paper
with name and cell phone number, will be kept together.
If there are any kennel keys missing at 5:15 P.M. each day, the Volunteer can be called on
his/her cell phone to remind them to turn in their kennel key. If a Volunteer does not respond
and return the kennel key, their kennel key privilege will be revoked. This will prevent, or at
least cut down, the number of kennel keys that disappear, with the Volunteer simply leaving
their car key/ID at the Shelter, because the Volunteer will be known and can be called
immediately to return the kennel key.
Once this system is implemented, we need to get more kennel keys. As you know, on
weekends, there are not enough keys for the Volunteers who come to the Shelter. This results
in lost time, in which Volunteers could be taking dogs out for walks or helping customers with
adoptions. Hopefully, we will be getting more Volunteers who complete the training process in
the future, so it is even more important that we get more kennel keys and that none of them are
lost or stolen.
Thank you. Best regards, Jeff
Jeffrey Mausner
Board of Directors, Tarzana Neighborhood Council
Chairman, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee
Email: Jeff@MausnerLaw.com; J.Mausner@TarzanaNC.org
Cell phone: (310) 617-8100
2
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Jeffrey Mausner
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Friday, January 13, 2017 10:34 PM
'Octaviano Rios'
'Leonard Shaffer'; 'Jill Banks Barad'; 'Grayce Liu'; 'Brenda Barnette'; 'Dana Brown'; 'Louis
Dedeaux'; 'Sara Ebrahimi'; 'Glenn Bailey'
RE: Animal Services Liaison Meeting feedback

Hi Brenda and Louis. Thank you for acting so quickly to try to get the heat fixed in the dog
kennels at West Valley. Have you heard whether they will be able to get it fixed tonight? Best
regards, Jeff

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 10:27 PM
To: 'Octaviano Rios' <octaviano.rios@lacity.org>
Cc: Leonard Shaffer <l.shaffer@tarzananc.org>; Jill Banks Barad <jbbarad@roadrunner.com>; Grayce Liu
<grayce.liu@lacity.org>; Brenda Barnette <Brenda.Barnette@LACity.org>; 'Dana Brown' <dana.brown@lacity.org>; Louis
Dedeaux <louis.dedeaux@lacity.org>; 'Sara Ebrahimi' <sara.ebrahimi@lacity.org>; 'Glenn Bailey'
<glennbaileyncs@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Animal Services Liaison Meeting feedback

Hi Octaviano. Thank you for attending the Department of Animal Services meeting on January
9, and thank you for requesting our feed-back. I thought the meeting was very good. I gave a
report on the meeting at the VANC (Valley Alliance of Neighborhood Councils) meeting last
night. As you know, VANC consists of all 34 Neighborhood Councils in the San Fernando
Valley. Hopefully, we will be able to get more Neighborhood Councils from the Valley to
designate Animal Services Liaisons. Glenn Bailey, VANC Executive Committee, passed
around a sign-up sheet for liaisons at the meeting and I noticed that there were a few more
Neighborhood Councils that signed up.
My report to VANC was approximately the following:
The meeting was very good. This is the first meeting we’ve had, and I think it is
good that the Animal Services Dept will be having these meetings. The important
people from Animal Services were there: Brenda Barnette, the General Manager;
Dana Brown, the Assistant General Manager; Louis Dedeaux, Director of
Operations and Shelter Operations; and Sara Ebrahimi, Public Relations Specialist.
Margaret from the Mayor’s Office and Octaviano Rios from DONE also attended.
There were about 15 Neighborhood Council liaisons there. I think it is important
that we get more Neighborhood Councils involved with Animal Services, and I’d
ask that all of you see that your Council appoint a liaison and make sure they come
to future meetings.
1
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Dana Brown, the Assistant General Manager, stated that the Department will be
forming 4 working groups for the priorities they identified:
1. Communications.
2. No Kill.
3. Sustainability.
4. Customer Service.
We talked about making the City Shelters no kill, which I think is the most
important animal welfare issue in the City. The City has had a goal of becoming
no kill for several years. The current target date is 2017. I had hoped we would
make it by January, but Brenda clarified that the goal is to be reached by the end of
2017.
We currently have an 84% live save rate. That means that 84% of the animals who
come into the shelters are not killed; 16% are killed. The goal is to reach 90% live
save rate by the end of 2017, which is considered no kill. The 10% who are killed,
at that point, will only be dogs and cats who are too ill and are euthanized for
humanitarian purposes, and dangerous dogs and cats.
I can attest to the fact that there has been great progress in reducing the numbers of
dogs and cats who are killed at the West Valley Shelter, where I’m a
Volunteer. At West Valley, as far as I know, no healthy adoptable dogs or cats
were killed over the 4th of July period, which as you know, is the time when most
dogs are brought into the Shelter. I don’t know if the same is true at the East
Valley Shelter.
All the shelters have gotten or will be getting X-Ray and blood chemistry testing
devices for the animals.
Animal Services has gotten the appropriation to carry out the EIR regarding Trap,
Neuter, Release of feral cats. As I’ve told you, there is an injunction in place
which prohibits the City from participating in, or advocating, or educating
regarding TNR. The EIR has to be conducted to get the injunction set aside. If the
injunction is set aside, the City will be able to participate in spaying and neutering
feral cats. They won’t have to be killed at the Shelters.
We talked some about wildlife issues.
We didn’t set a date for any future meetings, but I hope we have them on a regular
basis.
Best regards, Jeff
2
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Jeffrey Mausner
Subject:

FW: Additional CPRA Information

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2016 2:10 PM
To: 'Richard Coulson' <richard.coulson@lacity.org>
Cc: 'Lydia Marquez' <lydia.marquez@lacity.org>; 'Angela Sherick' <angela.sherick@lacity.org>
Subject: RE: Additional CPRA Information

Hi Richard. Please see my email below. Have you heard anything about when the air
conditioned trucks are going to be delivered? Are you doing what can be done to expedite
this? It's currently 104 degrees out here in the Valley. Best regards, Jeff
Jeffrey Mausner
Chairman, Tarzana Neighborhood Council Animal Welfare Committee
Email: Jeff@MausnerLaw.com; J.Mausner@TarzanaNC.org
Cell phone: (310) 617‐8100

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 4:57 PM
To: 'Richard Coulson' <richard.coulson@lacity.org>
Cc: 'Lydia Marquez' <lydia.marquez@lacity.org>; 'Angela Sherick' <angela.sherick@lacity.org>
Subject: RE: Additional CPRA Information

Hi Richard. Have you heard anything about when the air conditioned trucks are going to be
delivered? It is still very hot, especially out here in the Valley, and animals will be suffering in
trucks without air conditioning. Thanks. Best regards, Jeff

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 3:44 PM
To: 'Richard Coulson' <richard.coulson@lacity.org>
Cc: 'Lydia Marquez' <lydia.marquez@lacity.org>; 'Angela Sherick' <angela.sherick@lacity.org>
Subject: RE: Additional CPRA Information

Hi Richard. Thank you for emailing this. I mailed the check for the documents today (copy
attached), so you should get it on Monday. I assume that you got the check for the previous set
of documents; if not, please let me know.

1
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As we discussed yesterday, please check on when these vehicles with the air conditioned
compartments for the animals will be delivered, and please try to get the manufacturer and upfitter to complete them as soon as possible. It was 102 degrees in the Valley yesterday, and it is
now 106 degrees. You can imagine what it is like for a dog or cat in the back of one of the
vehicles without air conditioning on a day like today. The animal is already frightened and
confused, and to be put into a scorchingly hot environment can only make matters worse. If
you hear anything about when the vehicles will be delivered, please let me know. Anything you
can do to expedite delivery will be greatly appreciated by the dogs and cats of our city, as well
as all the people who care about animals.
Have a nice weekend. Best regards, Jeff

From: Richard Coulson [mailto:richard.coulson@lacity.org]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 4:45 PM
To: jeff@mausnerlaw.com
Cc: Lydia Marquez <lydia.marquez@lacity.org>; Angela Sherick <angela.sherick@lacity.org>
Subject: Additional CPRA Information

Mr. Mausner
In follow up to our phone conversation, attached is the latest specification for the Animal Collection vehicles
that are on order (see page 17, Option G for air conditioning system information).
As with the other requested documents, there is a duplication cost in the amount of $1.80 for the attached 18
pages. Please make your check payable to the City of Los Angeles and mail it to the address listed below.
Department of General Services
Attn: Lydia Marquez
111 E. 1st Street, Room 701
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Regards,
Richard Coulson
Director of Fleet Services
City of Los Angeles
General Services Department
Office (323) 526-9200
richard.coulson@lacity.org
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Area Superintendent

(print and sign)

Principal Supervisor

(print and sign)

Auto Engineer

(print and sign)

Repair Superintendent

(print and sign)

October 2, 2015/w/rmp
PR. No. 0003078394
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Spec. No. 1301-001D-11
Ref. No. 1301-001D (AR)
SPECIFICATION

TRUCK, 4X2, ANIMAL COLLECTION
NOTICE:
Complete all sections of specification by insertion of "As Specified" or state deviations and exceptions
where relevant.

GVWR:
10,000 pounds (minimum) and 10,500 pounds (maximum).

WHEELBASE:
133 inches (minimum) and 137 inches (maximum)

CAB/AXLE:
55 inches (minimum) and 57 inches (maximum).

ENGINE:
Gasoline, 8-Cylinder, 366 CID/6.0 Liter (minimum).
316 (minimum) net SAE J-1349 horsepower at 4179 RPM.
380 (minimum) net SAE J-1349 torque at 4200 RPM.
Emissions:
As required by the South Coast Air Quality Management District
(AQMD) rule 1191, all vehicles bid shall be LEV compliant as
defined by the California Air Resources Board (C.A.R.B.). Bid
vehicles that are not a minimum of LEV certified shall be excluded
from award.
Shall have all standard and specified components.

COOLING:
Heaviest increased capacity system available for size of truck offered
including heavy duty fan.
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October 2, 2015/w/rmp
Spec. No. 1301-001D-11
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OPTION F:
BODY HVAC SYSTEM (LITHIUM BATTERY POWERED):
Shall install a standalone HVAC system that shall be independent of
the chassis climate control. The system shall be 15,000 B.T.U.’s
(minimum) capable of providing air conditioning and heat to each
animal compartment. The system shall be powered by a high reserve
capacity lithium battery(s) and charged by the chassis charging system.
Lithium battery shall provide climate control while engine off for (4)
hours minimum.
A digital display controller shall be dash mounted in clear
unobstructed view of the operator and work in conjunction with the
probes installed in the body. The probes shall provide accurate
temperature readings of all animal compartments. The controller shall
accurately indicate the temperature of each compartment when
occupied by an animal.

OPTION G:
BODY HVAC SYSTEM:
Shall install a “RED DOT” HVAC system specifically designed for
animal control bodies. System shall be 15,000 B.T.U.’s (minimum)
capable of climate control for a body interior temperature of 60
degrees to every animal housed compartment.
Deep cycle battery power shall be isolated from chassis power to run
with engine off with (2) hours minimum run time and provide charging
with engine on.
A digital display controller shall be dash mounted in clear
unobstructed view of the operator and work in conjunction with the
probes installed in the body. The probes shall provide accurate
temperature readings of all animal compartments. The controller shall
accurately indicate the temperature of each compartment when
occupied by an animal.

OPTION H:
AIR HORN:
A 12 volt Class 7 truck air horn shall be installed with 12 volt
compressor to actuate the horn. An illuminated switch on the dash with
permanent placard shall be provided. Exact location shall be
determined at preproduction meeting.
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CITY OF

Los

ANGELES

CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL SERVICES

TONY M. ROYSTER
GENERAL MANAGER
AND
CITY PURCHASING AGENT

ROOM 701
CITY HALL SOUTH
111 EAST FIRST STREET

Los ANGELES, CA 90012
(213) 928-9555

FAX No. (213) 928-9515

ERIC GARCETTI
MAYOR

September 20,2016
Via E-mail: j.mausner@tarzananc.org
Jeffrey Mausner, Chairman
Animal Welfare Committee
Tarzana Neighborhood Council
P.O. Box 571016
Tarzana, CA 91357

RESPONSE TO CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST
Attached you will find the information requested in your follow-up e-mail dated September 18,
2016 requesting the delivery status of Animal Services trucks.
Please remit the duplication cost in the amount of $.10 for 1 page payable to the City of Los
Angeles to the address listed below.
Department of General Services
Attn: Lydia Marquez
111 E. 1st Street, Room 701
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Should you have additional questions or concerns, you may contact Assistant General
Manager Angela Sherick-Bright via e-mail, Angela.Sherick@lacity.org or at (213) 928-9575.

~~~
General Manager

Attachment
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ray Perez <ravmond.perez@lacity.org>
Date: Thu, Aug 25,2016 at 12:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: (12) Additional Animal Trucks
To: mark salazar <mark.salazar@lacity.org>
Cc: Richard Coulson <richard.coulson@lacity.org>, Daniel Trask <danie1.trask@lacity.org>

Mark,
Delivery status of all (15) animal collection trucks on order.
The first unit will be ready for Animal Services to pick up at Tech Services on October 21st,
2016.
Remaining trucks to be delivered at the rate of 1 approximately every 2 weeks, with the last truck
ready for Animal Services to pick up at Tech Services on May 5th, 2017.
Thanks,
Ray

Thanks,
Ray Perez
City of Los Angeles
Fleet Technical Services
323 526-9221
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Jeffrey Mausner
Subject:

FW: Earthday and Kirk School Events; FW: Animal Awareness Week Kick off at Kirk School
on Monday, April, 25 - Email 4 with Kirk O' the Valley pictures

From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2016 9:35 AM
To: Brenda Barnette (Brenda.Barnette@LACity.org) <Brenda.Barnette@LACity.org>; Louis Dedeaux
(louis.dedeaux@lacity.org) <louis.dedeaux@lacity.org>; 'Sergio Rios' <Sergio.Rios@lacity.org>; Shawn Colon
(shawn.colon@lacity.org) <shawn.colon@lacity.org>
Subject: Earthday and Kirk School Events; FW: Animal Awareness Week Kick off at Kirk School on Monday, April, 25 ‐
Email 1 with Earthday pictures

Hi Brenda, Louis, Sergio, and Shawn: Both the Earthday event on April 17 and the Kirk O’ the
Valley School event on April 25 went very well. Thank you for your assistance in setting up
these events. ACT Jo did an excellent job at the Earthday event in bringing the dogs, keeping
track of them, and adoption. ACT Amanda did an excellent job in doing presentations for the
students at the school; there were 9 separate presentations, one for each class, each lasting about
20 minutes. She was as enthusiastic in the last one as she was in the first. And Sergio and
Shawn did an excellent job in getting the animals ready (vet, vaccinations, etc.) and making
sure they were taken to the events on time.
Attached are some pictures from the events. The first emails have pictures from the Earthday
event; the second set of emails from the school event.
Thanks again!
Best regards, Jeff.
From: Hillary Felder [mailto:hfelder@kirkschool.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2016 4:12 PM
To: 'Jeffrey Mausner' <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>; 'Sergio Rios' <Sergio.Rios@lacity.org>
Cc: obol@obol.info; deannadylan1111@aol.com
Subject: RE: Animal Awareness Week Kick off at Kirk School on Monday, April, 25

Dear Jeff,
I want to thank you on behalf of our entire school and staff for the wonderful visit we had with the
animals and volunteers from the West Valley Animal Shelter. It turned out to be a wonderful day and
the children thoroughly enjoyed it! Amanda was a fabulous presenter and did a great job of keeping
the children engaged while giving them many interesting facts about the animals you brought and the
services that the shelter provides for the community.
I really appreciate all the hard work you did to organize the animal’s visit and coordinate the
volunteers. I hope we can do this again in the future.
Thank you and kind regards,
Hillary
1
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PS Thank you, Deanna, for connecting all of us!
From: Jeffrey Mausner [mailto:jeff@mausnerlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:56 AM
To: 'Hillary Felder'; 'Sergio Rios'
Cc: obol@obol.info; cathy_schoonmaker@nps.gov; deannadylan1111@aol.com
Subject: RE: Animal Awareness Week Kick off at Kirk School on Monday, April, 25

That sounds good to me. Sergio, can we have the animals at the school at about 9
AM? Thanks, Jeff.
From: Hillary Felder [mailto:hfelder@kirkschool.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:48 AM
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Cc: obol@obol.info; cathy_schoonmaker@nps.gov; deannadylan1111@aol.com
Subject: Animal Awareness Week Kick off at Kirk School on Monday, April, 25
Hi Jeff,
I spoke with both Cathy and Eileen yesterday about the schedule for Monday. We decided that they would speak in the
sanctuary with Cathy going first and then Eileen. They will each speak for about 20 minutes. There will be three groups
starting at 9am.
3rd‐5th grades – 9:00‐9:40
Pre‐K,1st & 2nd – 9:45‐10:20
Tots & Preschool – 10:25‐10:50 (probably shorter presentation because of age group)
Cathy is coming at 8:30 to set up her computer and her display of pelts. Eileen is coming at 8:45 to set up.
We’ll set up the animal shelter either outdoors if the weather permits and you are comfortable with that or inside one
of our big rooms. We’ll have the kids circulate through with the animals class by class. Can we start at 9am? We’ll have
each class spend about 20 minutes. That should allow all nine classrooms to be finished with visiting the animals by
12pm.
I think that’s everything. Please let me know if I’ve left something out. We are very excited to have you all here! Thank
you!
Hillary
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Jeffrey Mausner
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Thursday, February 02, 2017 10:22 PM
'donna houser'
RE: JEFFREY...WANTED TO SHARE BEAUTIFUL AXEL WITH YOU...HE EXPANDS MY
HEART MORE AND MORE EVERYDAY..THANK EVERYONE AT THE SHELTER... ALL
THE BEST, DONNA

Hi Donna and Axel. I hope you're both doing well. What a Cutie. I'm glad you two found each
other. I'll forward this to Volunteers at the Shelter. Best regards, Jeff
From: donna houser [mailto:dlhouser@earthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2017 9:22 PM
To: Jeffrey Mausner <jeff@mausnerlaw.com>
Subject: JEFFREY...WANTED TO SHARE BEAUTIFUL AXEL WITH YOU...HE EXPANDS MY HEART MORE AND MORE
EVERYDAY..THANK EVERYONE AT THE SHELTER... ALL THE BEST, DONNA
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Proposals for Implementing No-Kill.
There are two aspects I see of No Kill:
1. Short term. Measures need to be taken so that there are no killings for space
during high influx periods, around the 4th of July, to a lesser extent around New
Years, etc. Temporary measures can be taken to deal with this:
1) Temporary foster program at all shelters; 2) Use all available kennels -- there
are kennels that aren’t used for various reasons. At West Valley, there were
unused kennels that do not have running water bowls, were used for storage, have
to be cleaned, etc. These kennels can be readied by employees and volunteers, and
can be used for a month or two to handle the temporary influx. 3) Double up large
dogs in kennels. This has to be done with care; dogs should be tested before this is
done, so there are no fights. Dogs should be taken out to the play yard together
and given some time before they are put into a kennel together. 4) Better
communications among shelters for transfers of dogs and cats between shelters to
ease overcrowding. Each shelter should send out an email to all the other shelters,
every other day, stating how many vacant kennels they have or if they are
overcrowded. 5) There should be a New Hope coordinator at each shelter, to get
more Red List and Blue List dogs and cats rescued. 6) Dogs and cats with
behavior issues have to be evaluated and worked with before they can be killed.
Set specific standards for when a dog or cat can be killed for behavior. 7) Set
specific, higher standards for euthanasia for sick and injured dogs. The New Hope
coordinator should work to get these dogs rescued or to get a rescue to pay for
medical that the shelter cannot provide. 8) Implement incentives for employees to
reach No Kill at each shelter. This could be a monetary bonus or awards.
2. Long term. There have to be less dogs and cats coming into the shelters, and
more people to adopt them. Spay/neuter has to be strictly enforced, advertised, and
promoted. Puppy mills and unlicensed breeders have to be shut down. Adoption
from shelters has to be advertised and promoted and there has to be better customer
service at the shelters.
Best regards, Jeffrey Mausner
Tarzana Neighborhood Council
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